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Frequent power and gas tariff hikes and fuel prices have led
to the worst inflation in the country. A falling rupee is adding
fuel to the fire. Pakistan’s current account deficit is increas-
ing and threatens to reach the levels seen in 2018. Foreign
reserves are also falling. It appears all is not well on internal
and external fronts and the government will have to take ur-
gent measures to face challenges.

Pakistan’s current account deficit swelled to 4.1pc of
GDP in the first quarter of the current fiscal year, exceeding
the 2-3pc range projected by the government a few months
ago. However, the deficit narrowed by 24pc to $1.113 billion
in September, from $1.473b in August. The country had
posted a current account deficit of $3.4b (4.1pc of GDP) in
the July-September period against a surplus (1.2pc) in the
same quarter last fiscal year, according to the State Bank
of Pakistan. The latest data shows the trade deficit in goods
doubled to $10.232b in the first quarter of the current fiscal
year against $5.283b in the same period last year. The bal-
ance on trade in services recorded a deficit of $717m
against a deficit of $533m in the first quarter of last year. Ac-
cording to the finance ministry, the surge in the import bill
was because of few one-off imports, rising global commodi-
ties and energy prices. It said the country had spent $1b on vaccines in
the first quarter which included $400 million in September alone. “There-
fore, adjusting with vaccine imports, the current account deficit for the quar-
ter has reduced to $2.4b,” it added.

Pakistan’s foreign exchange reserves dropped to $24.327 billion in
the week ended October 15 from $25.969 billion a week ago due to for-
eign debt repayment. The SBP reserves decreased by $1.646 billion to
$17.492 billion mainly due to external debt repayment that included re-
payment of $1 billion against Pakistan International Sukuk, the SBP said
in a statement. The reserves of commercial banks slightly rose to $6.835
billion from $6.831 billion.

Though a multi-billion-dollar financial package announced by Saudi
Arabia helped check the decline of Pakistan's rupee against the US dol-
lar, yet the local unit has been the worst performer in Asia in recent
months against being the world’s best currency about six months ago.
The currency recovered a substantial 1.44pc in the inter-bank market
on the back of the $4.2b Saudi package. The previous day, the Pakistani
currency had dropped to its lowest level against the US dollar, closing
over the 175 level for the first time in the interbank market. The local
currency has been on a losing streak since October 18, weakening
every day against the US dollar.

Another aspect to worry about is that Pakistan has been receiving the
lowest foreign direct investment (FDI) in the region, excluding Afghanistan.
The outflow of profits and dividends from the country declined by over 17pc
during the first quarter, reflecting low investment made by foreign compa-
nies. Data released by the State Bank of Pakistan shows that foreign in-
vestment could not yield the profits of the previous year’s level. The total
outflow of profits and dividends during July-Sept FY22 was $477.7 million
compared to $576.8m in the same quarter of last year, showing a decline
of 17.2pc, or $99.1m. FDI from China declined by 50pc in the first quarter
compared to the same period of the last financial year. FDI from the US
exceeded that of China as it jumped to $100.9m compared to $19.7m in

the same period last year.
Most worryingly, inflation has increased in the country despite being

discussed in every cabinet meeting and the government’s claim to check
it. Inflation measured through the Sensitive Price Index (SPI) rose 1.38pc
for the week ended on Oct 22, driven by a sharp rise in the prices of es-
sential food items, the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) said. This is
the third consecutive week that witnessed an upward increase in prices.
In September, the highest jump of 1.3pc in weekly inflation was recorded.
For the lowest income group earning below Rs17,732 per month, the SPI
increased by 0.96pc and for the group earning above Rs44,175, it rose
by 1.58pc. It was mainly due to an increase in prices of essential items
including tomatoes 41.63pc, diesel 10.06pc, petrol 8.19pc, LPG 7.11pc,
mustard oil 2.23pc, vegetable ghee 1kg 1.91pc, bread 1.84pc, garlic
1.82pc, washing soap 1.72pc, potatoes 1.57pc, cooking oil (5 litre)
1.50pc, bananas 1.40pc, georgette 1.32pc, eggs 1.31pc and vegetable
ghee (2.5 kg) 1.25pc. The import bill is inflating because of an abnormal
surge in commodity prices. Energy prices, including oil, LNG or coal
prices are following an upward trend. While chemicals, steel and food
prices are also on the rise.

Prices of petrol and diesel have increased by 14pc and 8pc, respec-
tively, every year for the last three years. The per-unit electricity rate
has also gone up more than 16pc per annum in three years of the PTI
government. Vegetable ghee has risen by 27pc/kg every year on aver-
age for the last three years. Retail prices of cooking oil, sugar and pulse
(Mash) have gone up 23pc, 22pc and 21pc, respectively, every year
since October 2018.

High international prices of petroleum products and palm oil have con-
tributed heavily to food inflation in Pakistan. According to international es-
timates, their prices are not expected to come down in the near future.
People cannot wait so long for relief. The government will have to provide
subsidies on food and fuel to lower segments of society, which find it dif-
ficult to make both ends meet.

Inflation

Shahid Hussain

Widening cracks
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The controversy over the appointment of the new ISI chief has been in the
headlines in recent weeks. It is said that PM Imran Khan wanted to con-
tinue with Lt Gen Faiz Hameed as ISI chief for some time but COAs Gen
Bajwa transferred him as Corps Commander of Peshawar. A new ISI chief
was also named but the prime minister’s office delayed its notification.

According to media reports, Imran Khan had told COAS Gen Qamar
Javed Bajwa that he wanted Lt Gen Hameed to continue as ISI director
general for some time due to the critical situation in neighbouring
Afghanistan. But the COAS took a decision that he thought was in the best
interest of the army.

It is debatable whether the difference arising between the two was
procedural or substantive. For, PM Imran Khan and Gen Bajwa have
been on the best of terms and the matter of replacement of the ISI DG
could have been easily sorted out in personal meetings. But it seems
that something went awry somewhere, giving rise to misunderstanding
between the two sides.

All kinds of rumours and speculative stories have been making the
rounds and different quarters have interpreted the episode from their own
narrow angle. Some people have commented that the honeymoon be-
tween the security establishment and the PTI is over and now Imran Khan,
deprived of support from the army, has become weak politically. Other an-
alysts have said that the end of the “hybrid” rule will lead to political insta-
bility in the country and the imbalance of power between the security
establishment and the civilian leadership could lead to a breakdown of the
current political set-up.

The development has come as a welcome opportunity to the opposition
which has launched a new campaign to challenge the government of PM
Imran Khan and bring it down, if possible.

Civil-military relations in Pakistan have remained a ticklish issue
throughout. They have passed through different phases and many ups and
downs. Political parties have generally been wary and resentful of the
army’s influence in national affairs. But paradoxically, on many occasions
in the past they have given a call to the army to intervene to sort out polit-
ical disputes. It is a matter of record that when a government has been
sent packing by the establishment for whatever reason, the party in oppo-
sition celebrates and observes a day of deliverance. During the nineties
this happened three times.

The fact of the matter is that it is the fragility of the political system that
allows more space to the army. Moreover, while the military is a well-orga-
nized, disciplined and efficient force, political parties are a chaotic lot
headed by incompetent and corrupt leaders. That is why the establishment
throughout has kept certain important policy areas under its own domain,
especially national security issues, relations with India and the US.

The present political set-up is generally described as a hybrid system
run collaboratively by the PTI and the military which are said to be on the
same page on issues of national and international concern. This has been
in sharp contrast with the three tenures of Nawaz Sharif during which civil-
military relations came under severe strain.

The present political arrangement has worked smoothly over the past
three years but some cracks seem to have appeared in recent weeks.
One reading of the situation is that the issue arose when the prime min-
ister asserted his authority in the matter of appointment of the new DG
ISI. His reported insistence on retaining the outgoing spymaster for some
time raised questions about possible political motives. The military lead-
ership reacted by notifying the appointment of the new ISI chief, appar-
ently without the prime minister’s approval and in violation of the rules,
leading to a standoff.

According to some observers, there are some other Issues underlying
the growing gap between Pakistan’s civilian and military leadership. In
their view, the two sides are not on the same page in the handling of vital
foreign and security matters. For example, the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
has become a contentious issue because the prime minister stands for
an early reconciliation with the outlawed militant group, while the army
has its reservations.

It is reported that there is a strong group in the PTI which advocates
that the party should distance itself from the army in order to solidify its
democratic credentials in the public eye. But given its thin majority in par-
liament, it is not possible for the PTI to take an independent line and alien-
ate the establishment, especially as the opposition parties are in an
aggressive mood and constantly attacking the government on the issues
of rising prices and bad governance.

The opposition is particularly unhappy with Imran Khan because the
government is relentlessly pursuing corruption cases against some of its
stalwarts, including Asif Zardari and Shehbaz Sharif. In retaliation, the op-
position has taken to the streets and held a series of public meetings and
demonstrations to mobilise the people against the government.

According to political observers, Imran Khan’s refusal to engage with
the opposition on important constitutional matters and to develop a national
consensus on vital foreign and security policies has given greater space
to the security establishment as an arbiter of power. A divided opposition,
which has so far failed to dislodge the government, sees a new opportunity
in the tension that has developed between Imran Khan and the establish-
ment and it will go all out to exploit it to its advantage.

Nasim Ahmed

Not on the same
page any more?
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World food day: a call
to action

Every year World Food Day is observed on
October 16 as a reminder of the importance
and value of food in a world where billions
lack access to food. The day marks the
founding of the Food and Agriculture Organ-
isation (FAO), a UN agency responsible for
monitoring the situation of food availability
around the globe and sound timely warnings
of shortages occurring anywhere.

World Food Day is celebrated by organi-
zations, like the World Food Programme and
the International Fund for Agriculture Devel-
opment. But this year the day was jointly ob-
served by organizations, like FAO, UNHCR
and the UN Refugee Agency. This year's
events took place in around 150 countries
across the world with multiple partners and
government involvement.

Originally, the day was marked to cele-
brate the establishment of FAO in the year
1979, as recommended by former Hungar-
ian minister of agriculture and food Dr. Pal Romany. However, with the pas-
sage of time, it led to raising awareness about the issues of hunger,
malnutrition, sustainability, and food production. It also aims to tackle global
hunger and eradicate hunger across the globe.

The theme for World Food Day 2021 was “Safe food now for a healthy
tomorrow”. The theme of this year was based on appreciating the individ-
uals who have contributed to creating sustainable surroundings where no
one is left hungry. Last year's theme was based on the suffering of millions
of people during the coronavirus pandemic.

World Food Day 2021 celebrations began with a global event where
participants noted that while the challenges of global hunger, climate crisis
and COVID-19 remain formidable, there is also a new awareness and mo-
mentum and energy behind efforts to transform our agri-food systems, so
that there is enough for everyone’s need in the world.

A UN Food Systems Summit was held in September which discussed
plans and strategies about how food is presently produced, distributed and
consumed across the globe and how the world should move forward to re-
shape and improve the situation.

Addressing the World Food Day celebrations, QU Dongyu, Director-
General of FAO, said: "Together, we have been rolling up our sleeves to
lead the implementation and drive the transformation." He also pointed to
the contribution made by the World Food Forum convened recently in
Rome - a global movement that seeks to harness the energy and creativity
of young people to shape a better future for our food. Qu said that this
year's World Food Day finds the world at a critical moment. Despite diffi-
culties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, "In the past year we have also
witnessed the resilience and strength within each of us." In particular, he
paid tribute to "all food heroes around the world who continued to work

against all the odds to ensure we had food to eat."
Hundreds of millions of people worldwide are afflicted by hunger and

that number has increased to over 800 million now. That's despite the fact
that the world produces sufficient food to feed everyone. In this context, it
is sad to note that 14 percent of food produced today is lost, and 17 percent
is wasted. This is a criminal neglect on the part of those involved – both
governments and individuals. Pope Francis in his message on the occa-
sion said: "We are currently witnessing a real paradox in terms of access
to food: on the one hand, more than three billion people do not have access
to a nutritious diet, while on the other hand, almost two billion are over-
weight or obese due to a poor diet and a sedentary lifestyle."

UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres said in his address: "The way
we produce, consume and waste food is taking a heavy toll on our planet.
It is putting historic pressure on our natural resources, climate and natural
environment --- and costing us trillions of dollars a year." But "the power to
change is in our hands," he added.

There is a consensus of opinion among experts that currently the world
is facing unprecedented challenges to global food security. According to
them, we can only succeed in ending hunger if we ensure our global food
systems are improved to meet the needs of the twenty-first century. There
is an urgent need to strengthen food systems so they support healthy diets
for everyone -- especially the most vulnerable communities.

It has been rightly said that the transformation of our agri-food systems
must start with the education of ordinary consumers - the daily choices
they make about the foods they consume, where they buy them, how they
are packaged, how much is thrown away. All these impact our agri-food
systems and are crucial to our efforts to end world hunger. The time for
action is now.
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The need for a crackdown on hate material on so-
cial media is felt in Pakistan whenever national
institutions and religious and interfaith harmony
are targeted. It becomes a challenge for law en-
forcement agencies to maintain peace in Muhar-
ram and on every religious event. As international
forces have intensified their efforts to create sec-
tarian strife in Pakistan, an effective mechanism
is needed to curb online religious hatred to save
the country from chaos.

According to Minister for Religious Affairs
Noorul Haq Qadri, female employees of Israel's
secret agency are leading a campaign against the
dignity of sacred personalities of Islam to fan sec-
tarianism in Pakistan. Last year, a religious leader
of Lahore was booked for hate speech and ob-
jectionable remarks. Large rallies were held in the
whole country for and against him. It is clear that
right- and left-wing extremists cannot be allowed
to disturb peace in the country but when the gov-
ernment announces a crackdown on social media against them, it prompts
accusations by rights groups and opposition parties of curbing the freedom
of expression and victimizing political activists. In the absence of effective
measures, attacks on national institutions have intensified on social media.
The judiciary and the army, which cannot be criticized even in the parlia-
ment, are targeted on social media without any fear. A smear campaign is
launched against national institutions on every major event in the country
and in the Middle East, especially in Saudi Arabia and Iran. Even journalists
feel free to create religious controversies. There is no doubt that social
media is beneficial, if used positively. The internet has revolutionized lives.
In today’s digital era, social media has become the most powerful tool for
change. However, it is also being used by criminal-minded people to pro-
mote hate and extremist ideologies. Many analysts suggest that there is a
direct link between social media and hate crimes. According to a research
report, social media has all the potential to act as a propagation tool be-
tween online hate speech and real-life violent crime.

When the government announced action against elements using social
media to propagate extremist narrative, rights activists and opposition par-
ties expressed serious reservations over the plan. The Human Rights Com-
mission of Pakistan (HRCP) said, “We strongly feel the need to equip
human rights defenders with measures to use social media apps safely and
productively amid growing fears of curbs on social media – especially on
social media activists and journalists who have spoken out on subjects that
receive little, if any, space in the mainstream media. The state must pay
heed to the sheer number of human rights defenders across the country,
who rely on social media apps for news, information on human rights vio-
lations, and calls to mobilize around rights-based issues – especially in
many areas where social media apps are the only secure means of com-
munication. The fundamental right to information is closely linked with ways
of exercising the freedom of expression, movement and assembly – all of
which are critical to human rights work in Pakistan.”

Experts say the crackdown on extremist narratives on social media is
an opportunity for the PTI government to show that it can distinguish be-
tween legitimate expression of political opinion and words that incite reli-

gious or ethnic hatred against individuals or communities. About a year be-
fore coming to power, Prime Minister Imran Khan had accused the PML-N
government of abusing the cybercrime law when some PTI activists were
arrested, and denounced their detention as being “unacceptable in a
democracy”. According to Twitter’s biannual report, between January and
June 2018, the government, headed by the PML-N at the time, had reported
an unprecedented 3,004 profiles to the social networking site for allegedly
“inciting violence” and “spreading hate material” and sent requests seeking
the removal of 243 accounts. As the PTI has come to power, it can demon-
strate that these were not merely empty gestures made only to advance its
own cause.

Curbing hate speech in various formats including social media is one of
the 20 points that comprise the National Action Plan. The civil-military lead-
ership, which devised the blueprint, recognised that kinetic action without
social intervention was meaningless. According to a study, 41 banned
groups are active on social media in the form of hundreds of pages, groups
and individual user profiles. Many governments in the world have adopted
strategies to regulate social media. The situation in Pakistan is very dis-
turbing. The presence of hate material and baseless propaganda against
vulnerable communities is particularly alarming. A nationwide awareness
campaign is required to highlight the importance of using social media for
the betterment of society. Instead of restricting social media by force, pos-
itive use of the internet must be encouraged. The internet regulation strate-
gies of different countries, such as Turkey, China and Iran, could also be
analysed to make the crackdown effective.

Experts say if the government has decided to take a more proactive ap-
proach in curbing extremist narrative, it must first define the parameters.
Many political and rights activists apprehend that new law would be liberally
and arbitrarily applied to silence dissent and diversity of political opinion.
They say the crackdown on social media in the name of hate speech is an
old trick to silence the critics of the government policies. However, it is a
fact that social media cannot be controlled, like electronic media. It needs
different strategies. It is hoped that the law will be applied to clamp down
on violent extremism, rather than political opponents. n

Hate-mongering

Muhammad Hassan

Crackdown on social media
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Pakistan’s ranking has improved in the Global
Hunger Index 2021, but it still faces serious chal-
lenges to feed its rising population and tackle mal-
nutrition, especially among children. It is
encouraging that the country has performed better
than India in the pandemic year, but it still lags far
behind almost all other countries of the region.

According to the Global Hunger Index, Pakistan
ranks 92nd out of the 116 countries with a score of
24.7, indicating serious levels of hunger. Except
India, Pakistan’s ranking is lower than all other
countries of South Asia and neighbouring coun-
tries. India ranks 101st, with a score of 27.5, while
Bangladesh stands at 76th position with a score of
19.1, which means moderate hunger. Nepal
stands at 76th position, with a score of 19.1 and
moderate level of hunger. Sri Lanka stands at 65th
position, with a score of 16 and moderate level of
hunger. Afghanistan ranks 103rd with a score of
28.3, showing a serious level of hunger. Iran sits at 35th place with a score
of 7.7, showing a low level of hunger. As expected, China is one of 18
countries with a GHI score of less than 5.

India lags behind Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal. The report says
the level of hunger in India  is alarming. The share of wasting among chil-
dren in India rose from 17.1pc between 1998 and 2002 to 17.3pc between
2016 and 2020. "People have been severely hit by COVID-19 and by pan-
demic-related restrictions in India, the country with the highest child wast-
ing rate worldwide," the report said. South Asian and African countries are
the areas where hunger levels are the highest. Hunger in both regions is
considered serious. South Africa and South Asia have the highest hunger
levels with GHI scores of 27.1 and 26.1, respectively. South Asia’s high
regional hunger level is driven largely by child undernutrition, particularly
as measured by child wasting. At 14.7pc, South Asia’s child wasting rate
as of 2020 is the highest of any world region. South Asia’s child stunting
rate, at 31.8pc, is nearly as high as that of South Africa. More than half of
the children in the world who experience wasting and more than one-third
of the children who experience stunting live in South Asia.

According to the Pakistan Social and Living Standards Measurement,
Balochistan faced the highest level of moderate or severe food insecurity
at 29.84pc, followed by Sindh 18.45pc, Punjab 15.16pc and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa 12.75pc. Punjab, the food basket of the country, lags behind
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The official survey was conducted in 2019-20, when
the country had not been locked down to prevent the spread of the pan-
demic. The survey not only reflects the impacts of job losses, income re-
duction and IMF-dictated economic policies on the lives of the poor, but
also the effects of climate change on agriculture and different food security
levels in different regions. According to the survey, the highest level of
moderate or severe food insecurity was recorded at 48.8pc in Barkhan
and the lowest at 4.59pc in Gwadar, Balochistan. In Sindh, the highest
level was recorded at 34.04pc in Kashmore and the lowest at 7.66pc in
Khairpur. In Punjab, the highest level of moderate or severe food insecurity

was noted at 28.81pc in Kasur and the lowest at 4.18pc in Okara. In Khy-
ber Pakhtunkhwa, the highest level stood at 32.43pc in Tank and the low-
est at 3.94pc in Shangla.

Undoubtedly, rising prices of food are the biggest challenge for the peo-
ple and the government. Pakistan had to import wheat and sugar last year
to check their prices. However, global food prices are also rising. They ex-
tended their rally to the highest in almost a decade, according to the United
Nations, heightening concerns over bulging grocery bills. A United Nations
gauge of world food costs climbed for a 12th straight month in May 2021,
its longest stretch in a decade. The surge has stirred the memories of 2008
and 2011, when price spikes led to food riots in more than 30 nations. Ac-
cording to the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation, the prolonged
gains across the staple commodities are trickling through to store shelves,
with countries from Kenya to Mexico reporting higher food costs. The pain
could be particularly pronounced in some of the poorest import-dependent
nations, which have limited purchasing power and social safety nets as
they grapple with the pandemic, it said.

It is clear that Pakistan has to upgrade its agriculture sector to meet
the growing needs of its people. The Pakistan Social and Living Standards
Measurement survey shows that intermittent periods of drought and heavy
rains over several years have not only pushed up poverty levels in various
regions of the country but also have increased the number of people facing
food insecurity. Food insecurity is not only about food shortages in the
market but also signifies lack of sufficient money to buy food.

We have substantial evidence that food insecurity hits women and chil-
dren harder than their adult male relatives. People living in poorer districts
and areas also face greater food insecurity for longer periods than others.
Pakistan will not only have to improve its economic growth and agricultural
performance to provide jobs to its people and enable them to buy nutritious
food but also bridge the widening regional economic and development
gap, which has increased inequalities in the access to basic needs of life.
Pakistan should also benefit from China to improve its agriculture. 

Opinion

Muhammad Ali

Growing hunger fears
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Muhammad Zain

Opposition smells blood

The opposition alliance has announced rallies across the country
against rising prices. It also plans to march on Islamabad, if exter-
nal and internal conditions remain favourable. The initial aim of
the so-called Pakistan Democratic Alliance (PDM) was to dislodge
the government when it was formed last year. The coalition has
considerably weakened after the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
and the Awami National Party (ANP) left it. However, rising dis-
content among the public over skyrocketing prices and perceived
rifts between the government and the establishment have pro-
vided it with another opportunity to revive itself and launch a move-
ment against Prime Minister Imran Khan.

The alliance still faces many issues. Reports say PDM head
Maulana Fazlur Rahman wants Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) legislators to resign from the National Assembly, Senate
and Punjab Assembly, a condition which most PML-N MPs op-
pose. The PPP and the ANP had also quit the alliance over the
issue. On the other hand, Maulana Fazl still believes the opposi-
tion’s movement against the government will not succeed without resig-
nations from the assemblies. It appears that the PML-N will also leave the
alliance and Maulana Fazl and his party would be left alone to hold a “long
march” against the government.

It is clear that most PML-N MPs will defy their leadership and would
not resign from the assemblies. On the other hand, the government will
delay accepting their resignations through different tactics. With less than
two years left to complete its term, the government is in a better position
to foil the opposition’s plan for early elections. The PML-N, the major op-
position party in the alliance, also faces serious rifts. It is visibly divided
into two groups, one led by Maryam Nawaz and the other by Shehbaz
Sharif. It manifested when US Charge d’affaires Angela Aggeler held sep-
arate meetings with PML-N President Shehbaz Sharif and Vice President
Maryam Nawaz in Lahore recently. While there is no doubt about the two
groups in the party, Federal Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid Ahmad has
predicted that another faction will appear in the PML-N. According to him,
the party will split into three factions ahead of the next election.

There is no doubt that the ruling party will miserably lose if elections
are held now. People are annoyed at high prices and bad governance.
The government has devised some plans to provide relief to people. Re-
cently, Prime Minister Imran Khan announced a 40pc targeted subsidy for
the poor on the purchase of essential food items. Under an ambitious
Rs1.4 trillion Kamyab Pakistan Programme (KKP), the underprivileged
segment would get targeted subsidies on wheat, flour, sugar and cooking
oil. The government aims an inclusive sustainable growth setup to benefit
all segments of society. Loans will be disbursed among 3.7 million house-
holds through microfinance banks and non-governmental organisations
would facilitate people in their small businesses. For the first time in Pak-
istan’s history, the government has adopted the “bottom-up approach” to
benefit the low-income groups. Farmers will get interest-free loans under
the Kamyab Kissan programme. Financing of up to Rs500,000 will be
made for businesses. Financing on easy installments will be extended for
the construction of houses under the Sasta Ghar scheme, besides linking
successful skilled-based scholarship schemes and Sehat Insaf Card with

the new programme.
The government has decided to provide subsidised petrol to motorcycle

and rickshaw owners. Another round of stipend is being considered for less
privileged people under the Ehsaas programme enabling them to get essen-
tial food items at comparatively reduced rates. The government also decided
to cut general sales tax and customs duty by half and abolish two per cent
additional customs duty on edible oil to reduce its price by Rs45-50 per kg.

According to Federal Minister for Planning and Development Asad
Umar, no immediate relief is expected in rising commodity prices and it
could take at least five months for the abnormal hike in prices to head to-
wards normalcy. “We hope people get relief soon, but according to experts
the relief may not be visible immediately and actual improvement may be
seen from March,” he told a press conference. Critics say the government
has announced similar plans in the past but nothing worked and people
continued to suffer because of high inflation and bad governance.

As the prices have reached a historic high, the opposition feels it can
exploit the situation and force the government to step down. It is also en-
couraged by the perceived rift between the government and the establish-
ment over the appointment of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
director-general. The opposition and many analysts believe cordial rela-
tions between the government and the establishment have soured over
the ISI DG issue. The opposition claims it would have ousted the govern-
ment if the establishment had not protected it since its installation in 2018.
It is yet to be seen if the situation has changed now.

The PTI government may not have performed to the satisfaction of the
people but still there is no replacement for it in the country. The opposition
is divided and its leaders are facing serious cases of corruption and
money-laundering. The PPP has confined itself to Sindh while the PML-N
is popular in Punjab only. The PTI had formed the government in 2018,
when the country was facing the worst economic conditions of its history.
It is also a fact that the whole world is facing the worst inflation after the
onset of the pandemic. The government is also blamed for the plunging
value of the Pakistan rupee against the US dollar, while it is a fact that the
past governments had artificially kept the exchange rate high. 
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Pakistan collected Rs4.721 trillion in taxes in the last
fiscal year, which was more than the revised target
of Rs4.691tr. The Federal Board of Revenue has col-
lected Rs1,395 billion against the target of Rs.1,211
billion in the first quarter of the current financial year.
The revenue is more than the target after years but
still far less than the potential of the country.

The revenue collected in the first quarter of the
current financial year exceeded the target by Rs186
billion. Compared with the revenue collection of
Rs1.01 trillion in 2020, the revenue collection posted
a 38pc growth in the first quarter this year. The col-
lection in September 2021 rose by 31.2pc from last
year’s Rs408b. The revenue collection is mainly
driven by 52pc contribution from imports and only
48pc from domestic taxes. The government aim to
raise Rs5.829tr in the current year. The first quarter
performance shows that the FBR is well on its way
to achieving the target.

Despite the improved performance, Pakistan’s tax-to-GDP ratio re-
mains low at less than 10pc, the lowest in the region. Successive govern-
ments have resorted to massive indirect taxes. According to the
International Monetary Fund, Pakistan’s tax collection is at least 62pc lower
than its potential. The government has achieved only one target out of its
10 promised tax reforms-related goals, according to a review by the Policy
Research Institute of Market Economy. Six targets have been partially
achieved, one was less than partially achieved and two remain unat-
tended. Work in some areas is limited only to files. The only target that has
been achieved is to reduce the transaction cost of paying taxes and an
electronic facility for the payment of all FBR and some provincial taxes.

Experts say the government cannot delay the reforms after it has given
an undertaking to the lending community to achieve an increase of 4-5pc
of GDP in tax revenues by the end of the IMF programme. The PTI gov-
ernment has signed agreements with international lending agencies under
the umbrella of the IMF's three-year programme that promises about
$38.6b foreign inflows from all lenders. It means failure is not an option.
Pakistan will not only have to meet FBR’s revenue collection target, but
also nearly double it by 2023-24. It means the authorities must increase
federal revenues up to16.2pc of GDP by 2023-24.

Meanwhile, the World Bank (WB) has projected that the FBR’s tax rev-
enues could go up to $82.4 billion (Rs12,788 billion) over the next nine years
till fiscal year 2028-29, without any intervention under the Pakistan Raises
Revenues project of $400 million loan. However, with intervention in the
shape of taxation measures, the revenue is projected to increase up to $96.6
billion (Rs14,992 billion). On the issue of tax gap analysis, the WB found
that Pakistan’s tax revenue would reach 26pc of GDP if tax compliance were
raised to 75pc, a realistic level for MICs (Middle Income Countries).

Experts say the existing system is a serious threat to the economy. The
accumulation of untaxed wealth, flawed taxation policies and administra-
tive loopholes have led to a situation where Pakistan finds it hard to put
the economy on the path to recovery. Flaws in the tax system have led to

substantial accumulation of untaxed wealth. Pakistan’s tax collection sys-
tem generates less than 10 percent of GDP. Even that collection is made
through indirect taxes, not being the real income.

According to estimates, only one percent of people carry the burden of
the entire state. Despite hectic efforts, only 2.5 million people – out of the
220 million population – have so far been encouraged to file returns. Only
three hundred companies in Pakistan pay 85pc of the tax. Over 90pc in-
dustrial consumers of electricity do not pay sales tax. Over 50pc compa-
nies registered with the Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan
(SECP) also do not pay sales tax. Over 100,000 companies are registered
with the SECP but only 50,000 file returns. There are more than 3.1 million
commercial electricity connections but more than 90pc of them are outside
the tax net. The banking data shows that there are 50m account holders
in the country but just 400,000 are paying taxes.

The government aims to bring fiscal consolidation, austerity and addi-
tional revenue mobilization. It believes the documentation of the economy
and bringing untaxed sectors into the mainstream through various meas-
ures will help recover historic high revenue. It has launched a movement
for increasing tax collection equitably on all taxable incomes. It is acquiring
data of economic transactions from third parties, including banks, excise
and taxation departments and other offices to net tax evaders.

Undoubtedly, the present system is not sustainable for Pakistan and
its people. Social services can only be provided when there is adequate
collection of revenue. In the presence of the massive loopholes in the sys-
tem and a large number of companies and individuals out of the tax net,
there is no wonder Pakistan failed to gain self-reliance even after almost
74 years of its inception. Successive governments relied on internal and
foreign loans to run the affairs of the country. The tax collection figures are
horrible but they also provide a huge opportunity to the government to col-
lect record revenue by bringing all potential individuals and companies into
the tax net. However, people should not be harassed for it. The number of
indirect taxes should also be reduced to provide relief to the common man
from rising prices.

Leaks

Shahid Hussain

Taxing issues
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It is a mess across Pakistan as the crisis of governance deepens and the
economic condition of the majority of citizens of the country deteriorates
to an unprecedented level. From the situation prevailing in Pakistan with
rising crime rates, multiplying conflicts at the family, locality, village, city
and thus societal and state level and its apparatus' inability to respond to
these conflicts and crimes, the country seemingly has become ungovern-
able. This is really a serious situation with people discussing the total col-
lapse of the governance structures everywhere but no one, including the
media, is really trying to focus on the factors and actors of the mess and
crisis. Rather, every individual and institution is after money and self-ag-
grandizement with least care for the whole country or society in which they
have to live and survive ultimately while getting succour from it.

A more serious issue is that the policymaking bodies of the country that
ideally are parliament and provincial assemblies have largely been dis-
cussing the "achievements" of the government in case of treasury benches
and "failures" of the government in case of opposition benches. Although
there is some debate in the federal and provincial parliaments about infla-
tion and price-hike and some other related issues, yet there has been no
extensive and profound debate in these institutions about the all-encom-
passing mess and crisis in the country.

Insofar as the causes of the prevailing conflicts and problems in the
country are concerned, the foremost is the collapse of the governing struc-
tures at the federal and provincial levels. The authorities at the various
tiers of governance and administration have largely failed to cope up with
even ordinary problems of law and order and controlling commodity prices.
The authorities are even unable to negotiate problems, like environmental
pollution, regulation of road traffic, encroachments by land mafias on state
and private land, effectively banning polythene bags and maintaining a
satisfactory condition of public health and hygiene. The institutions of gov-
ernance and administration have largely failed to tackle these issues be-
cause of large-scale political instability in the country.

Thus, political instability is the second most important cause of the ex-
tant crisis and crimes in Pakistan. Now political instability is a complex and
hard-to-understand phenomenon. In the prevailing context of Pakistani so-
ciety, political instability could be defined as unresponsive governance
structures due to incompetence and lack of the political will and working
of the political institutions, like political parties, cabinets and others, for
vested individual or group interest, instead of the public interest. It is im-
portant to note that since 2002, there have been elected governments in
the saddle in the country without the imposition of martial law or a break
in the political process. However, behind the scenes the powers-that-be
have been playing their games and the political and elected governments
have not been that political and elected in the real sense of the word. Nev-
ertheless, there has been a kind of continuity of whatever kind of democ-
racy we have in the last 20 years. The situation logically should have
provided a lot of political stability to the country; however, the result has
been the opposite. Because it has always been argued that if the elected
democratic system would be given an opportunity to sustain itself through
non-intervention, then the political system would work and provide much-
needed stability to the country. Although the democratic-elected system
has persisted for the last 20 years, it is quite debatable whether this so-
called elected system has been democratic in the real sense of the word.
In this regard, it could be argued that it has not been.

The country’s establishment has been calling the shots overtly or
covertly and it has not been something very secret. Secondly, and
most importantly, political actors, like political parties and politicians,
have not been really making a collective effort to make use of this rare
opportunity in the form of the continuous electoral system to create
necessary conditions for the thriving of democracy. For instance, all
the ruling and opposition political parties could not hold intra-party
elections so that genuine political leaders could come to the fore in-
stead of family members of party founders or their near and dear ones.
Then, all the ruling political parties, whether at the Centre or in
provinces, whether it was the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz, Pak-
istan People’s Party (PPP), Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), Awami Na-
tional Party (ANP), religious parties alliance Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal,
National Party (NP) or all those which remained in the saddle at the
provincial level, resisted local government bodies in their provinces.
Therefore, the issues and conflicts that could be addressed by local
governments or municipal bodies at the grassroots level could not be
addressed, leaving them to fester over time. Ultimately, political sta-
bility could not be achieved and what we have been seeing is a com-
plete mess in the country at every level.

It is important to note that Pakistan has seen some kind of democratic
governments on the trot since 2002, and at the same time privately-owned
electronic media has also thrived in the country. This was followed by the
mushroom growth of social media and mobile telephony in Pakistan. The
mainstream electronic media, in particular TV channels, have contributed
a long way to creating awareness about public and political issues of so-
ciety and the country. This has increased the masses' expectation of the
state and the government to provide them with basic necessities and es-
sential services. With the state remaining a traditional entity with extensive
hierarchical and centralized structures, as symbolized by an iron-clad civil-
ian bureaucracy corrupt to the core, it could not respond to the growing
needs of the increasingly complex society. This has resulted in innumer-
able ungovernable spaces in the country, the upshot of which has been
an unmanageable mess all over.

However, the media has created and disseminated awareness among
the masses in Pakistan about their rights but it could not educate the peo-
ple about their responsibilities. For instance, the media could not develop
a debate and narrative about citizens' responsibility to pay their taxes to
the state, and more importantly, has not been able to carry out necessary
political socialization of the masses so that they could stand up for their
rights. In case any undemocratic institution or force attempts to bring down
their elected government, how could they resist it? Instead the media
largely follows its vested agenda and that of the forces that finance them
or promote their owners. Thus, media channels and organizations, by sup-
porting one political party against the other and by backing some state in-
stitutions against others, are following a non-state agenda.

In short, the situation in Pakistan, whether internal security, economy,
society and political arena, is alarming. In this situation, the intelligentsia
has to lead the way forward. Unfortunately, the intelligentsia of Pakistan is
also filled up with pseudo experts; therefore, we could not see any re-
sponse to the prevailing crisis from the thinking and writing class of Pak-
istan. Anyhow, even a handful of intellectuals could make a big difference
and lead the way if they come together and debate the solution.

Governance

Raza Khan

The compounding mess
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A surge in terrorist attacks in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan provinces
has been observed over the last couple of months, raising fears of renewed
insecurity in the two key provinces of Pakistan.

Tens of terrorist attacks by groups, like the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP), Islamic State of Khorasan (IS-K) and Balochistan Liberation Army, in
the last two months have shaken the law enforcement agencies of the country
as since 2016, when the largest terrorist group of Pakistan’s history, the TTP,
had been decisively defeated by the state after the group owned the gruesome
and loathsome attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar, in which
around 150 schoolchildren were killed, it is one of the dangerous terrorism
streaks in the country.

Most of the terrorist attacks since August 15, rather the start of the current
year, have been carried out by the TTP, which is really concerning, keeping in
view the previous destructive attacks by the group and its catastrophic poten-
tial. Statistically speaking, the TTP carried out around 95 attacks last year,
killing 140 people, and 44 attacks in the first six months of this year, killing
around 100 people. More importantly, the TTP has been carrying out terrorist
attacks in its birthplace, Waziristan. Very disturbingly, some of the terrorist at-
tacks have also been made by the IS-K, thus trying to take advantage of the
situation in post-Taliban Afghanistan.

A key reason for the surge in violence in Pakistan in the last couple of
months is quite vividly the takeover of Afghanistan by the Afghan Taliban on
August 15. Since its emergence in 2007, the TTP has always been considered
as the "ideological twin" of the Afghan Taliban. The Afghan Taliban appeared
on the scene in 1994 and captured Afghanistan in September 1996. The TTP
only held Swat in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for around three months in 2009, but
it was driven out of it in August that year through a military offensive. Despite
carrying out deadly terrorist attacks for nearly a decade, the TTP could not
hold large swathes of territory even in once its stronghold, the former Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), now known as Merged Tribal Districts
(MTDs) of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, as they were made part of the province in
May 2018. From renewed terrorism, the TTP wanted to follow in the footsteps
of its Afghan Taliban and establish its interpretation of Sharia in Pakistan.

Noticeably, as the Afghan Taliban made rapid progress in Afghanistan and
started gaining control of various provinces from July onwards, the TTP jacked
up its violence activities in Pakistan. For instance, from July until September
this year the group carried out another 44 attacks, claiming 73 lives, mostly
Pakistan's law enforcement agencies. There could be no doubt about the ar-
gument that the Afghan Taliban takeover of Afghanistan has encouraged the
TTP and resuscitated its hopes of one day controlling the entire MTDs at least.
The obvious reason for the TTP emboldening is that they think that if the
Afghan Taliban with the support of the TTP could defeat 300,000-strong
Afghan Security Forces having the support of the most powerful superpower,
the US, the Pakistani forces could also be subdued. However, it is important
to note Pakistan has the most successful military campaigns against terrorism
in the region.

Earlier this year, a new wave of terrorism had started in Waziristan, ringing
alarm bells regarding the regrouping of the merchants of violence. The terrorist
attacks since August 2021 testify this trend. Perhaps this was the reason that
Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
some days back decided to hold talks with the TTP. Some rounds of talks
were held but so far they have remained inconclusive. Alarmingly, the TTP
vociferously announced that it did not recognise Pakistan’s state Constitution.

Consequently, the government’s initiative to hold talks with the TTP has been
criticized far and wide.

In the wave of terrorism since early this year, the TTP violence has so far
killed, as stated earlier, around 100 people. These include women too. For in-
stance, on February 22, four women workers of a vocational training centre,
run by a non-governmental organisation, were killed while travelling in a ve-
hicle in Ipi village of Mir Ali of North Waziristan district. The four women, iden-
tified as Naheed Bibi, Irshad Bibi, Ayesha Bibi and Javeria Bibi, worked as
handicraft trainers for a local NGO, Sabawoon. It is also very important to note
that the terrorist attacks since the turn of the current year have taken place on
the security forces in the areas of Ahmadzai Wazir and Mehsud tribes of South
Waziristan district. These are the two largest and influential tribes of South
Waziristan. This year, the situation in South Waziristan became so volatile that
the district administration, on February 16, had to clamp a curfew in Wana,
the headquarters of South Waziristan tribal district, and surrounding areas for
an indefinite period amid a search operation for the perpetrators of an attack
on the security forces. The law-enforcement agencies have been carrying out
a house-to-house operation in villages. According to media reports, local offi-
cials said the security forces had also raided a settlement of Afghan nationals
in the northern parts of Wana town and recovered weapons and ammunition.
Hundreds of Afghan families have been living in the area illegally. The gov-
ernment had closed registered and unregistered refugee camps in the erst-
while FATA in 2000 and the refugees were left on their own to relocate to the
settled areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. This is a clear proof that Afghan citizens
in Pakistan are a grave security threat to the country and its inhabitants. In
fact, we have been consistently analyzing in these pages and lines that Afghan
refugees are a grave security problem for the country. A large number of them
have been used as “tactical assets” by anti-Pakistan Afghan and India intelli-
gence agencies to create conflicts and problems in Pakistan, particularly
Pakhtun border areas.

Sustainable order and stability in Waziristan is critical for the overall secu-
rity of the country. If we look into the history of terrorism in Pakistan, it was the
Waziristan region in 2004 wherefrom the first incident of terrorism had started.
In fact, it was the Azam Warsak area of South Waziristan where the first ter-
rorist attack on Pakistani soldiers had been made in 2004. Since then, it has
been an extremely volatile area where a lot of bloodshed has taken place.
Above all, South Waziristan was the birthplace of the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pak-
istan (TTP), the deadliest terrorist group in Pakistan's history. Both Baitullah
Mehsud and Hakimullah Mehsud, the two most ferocious terrorist figures of
Pakistan, belonged to South Waziristan. Military operations, including Rahi-
e-Nijat, Radd-ul-Fassad and Zarb-e-Azb, killed many terrorists and dismantled
their networks. However, it is a fact that not all terrorists and foot soldiers, who
have been part of the TTP or any other terrorist or militant organization, like
the Hafiz Gul Bahadur group of Taliban, could be killed or captured. They re-
turned to their normal life after the restoration of peace to Waziristan. In this
situation, the authorities should have and still concentrate on the de-radical-
ization and re-integration components of anti-terrorism strategies along with
the developmental component. The authorities have focused on the develop-
ment aspect of the anti-terrorism strategy and in this regard several develop-
ment projects have been carried out in both South and North Waziristan
districts. However, what has been lacking on the government’s part is de-rad-
icalization and re-integration of the former members of militant and terrorist
groups. A successful anti-terrorism strategy is all-encompassing and holistic.

Terrorism

Surge in terror attacks after
Taliban takeover of Kabul
Raza Khan
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Husnain Shahid

Saudi Arabia’s new
package for Pakistan

The Pakistan rupee and the Pakistan Stock Exchange have started re-
bounding after the announcement of a $4.2b new financial package by
Saudi Arabia. The financial assistance could not have come at a better
time when Pakistan’s economy was facing serious challenges in the after-
math of rising commodity prices and the Covid-19 pandemic.

Under the package, Saudi Arabia will deposit $3b in the State Bank of
Pakistan and provide $1.2 billion worth of oil supply on deferred payment,
which will help address Pakistan’s balance of payment issues and energy
problems. The Pakistan currency sank to a historic low of Rs175 against
the US dollar. It has lost a whopping Rs23 against the US dollar since May
21, 2021. Since the start of the current fiscal year, the dollar gained 11.2pc
or Rs17.73 against the local unit as it was trading at Rs157.54 on June 30,
2020. The depreciation added Rs2,750 billion to the country’s cumulative
debt in May. The Pakistani rupee has become the worst-performing cur-
rency in Asia compared to its status as world’s best performer six months
ago, as it hit a 13-month low against the US dollar in the interbank market
due to a surge in demand for the greenback to pay for imports.

“The local currency has depreciated almost 10pc (or Rs14.71) in the
past four months, becoming the “worst performer in Asia ... (in) a basket
of 13 currencies compiled by Bloomberg,” Bloomberg reported in Septem-
ber. The rupee had hit a 22-month high of Rs152.27 in May 2021 but since
then it has been on a downturn. Earlier in March 2021, it emerged as the
world’s best-performing currency, when it appreciated the most (4.09% to
Rs153.55) against the US dollar from the opening level of January 1, 2021.
Reserves with Pakistan’s central bank have declined for five consecutive
weeks to $17.5 billion as of October 15. The reserves dropped by $1.7 bil-
lion during the week ending October 15.

Pakistan’s current account deficit reached $3.4 billion in the first quarter
(July-September) of the current fiscal year in the wake of a spike in imports
and higher international commodity prices. According to the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), the country had recorded a current account surplus of
$865 million in the corresponding quarter of the previous year. A strong re-
bound in economic activity and higher international commodity prices kept
the current account deficit at a high level of $3.4 billion in Q1FY22, the
SBP stated. The deficit widened on the back of soaring imports, which in-
creased by 64pc year-on-year during the July-September quarter. How-
ever, exports also increased by 35.2pc during the period while remittances
stood strong at $8 billion. SBP Governor Reza Baqir had told a press con-
ference a few months ago that the deficit was sustainable as the exchange
rate remained unaffected and the reserves were increasing. However, the
exchange rate and reserves have destabilised in the last few months. “Few
years earlier, Pakistan recorded a current account deficit of 6pc of GDP,
however, in FY2021-22 it is expected to amount to 2-3pc of GDP which is
sustainable,” he had said.

Overseas Pakistanis sent the highest-ever $8 billion remittances during
the first quarter of the current fiscal year, registering a growth of 12.5pc
over the same period last year. According to the central bank, workers’ re-
mittances continued their strong momentum and remained above $2b
since June 2020, with inflows of $2.7b in September. “This is the 7th con-
secutive month when inflows recorded around $2.7b on average,” said the

SBP. In terms of growth, remittances increased by 17pc in September com-
pared to the same month last year, while compared with August inflows it
was 0.5pc higher.

According to the finance ministry, exports of goods and services will
maintain their trend on average $3 billion a month and remittances $2.5
billion a month, taking into account the other secondary and primary in-
come flows, the trade deficit and current account would remain in sustain-
able range. Moreover, the SBP is proactively taking measures to curb
non-essential and luxury imports and other foreign exchange regulatory
measures for the sustainability of the external sector. Pakistan’s “economy
is expected to continue recovering in the fiscal year 2021-22, with real GDP
projected to rise by 4pc,” according to the Asian Development Bank. It said
that the outlook for agriculture was encouraging in view of the govern-
ment’s ambitious Agriculture Transformation Plan. Growth in the industry
is forecast to improve in FY22, driven by fiscal incentives announced in
the FY22 budget, a substantial rise in the budgeted development spending
and strong private consumption underpinned by adequate agricultural har-
vests, strong remittance inflow and pickup in earnings as social restrictions
are reduced and most economic activity resumes. Enhanced growth in
agriculture and industry and expected improvement in domestic demand
are projected to boost growth in services, strengthening their contribution
to the overall growth in FY22, it noted.

It is hoped the financial assistance from Saudi Arabia will ease pressure
on the Pakistan currency against the dollar. Experts say the smuggling of
dollars to Afghanistan has been the real cause of its increased demand in
Pakistan. It has not only increased the country’s external debt but also in-
flation, which is badly hurting the common people. It is hoped the rupee
will stabilise soon. However, the government will have to make a serious
effort to control prices. Rates of food, especially cooking oil, sugar, flour,
have skyrocketed in the country and the government will have to subsidise
them to provide some relief to people. 
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The Pakistani rupee is going down and down and
dipped by an additional Rs1.6 against the US dollar
in the inter-bank market in late October to close at a
new all-time low of Rs172.78. This took place in the
backdrop of the uncertainty about talks between Pak-
istan and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

The local currency has lost 7.49% of its value
since the start of the calendar year 2021 and 8.82%
since the current fiscal year began on July 1, 2021.
A major reason for the rising value of the dollar is that
imports are not contracting, and were valued at over
$6 billion in October. Another reason is the increase
in international commodity prices which would keep
the import bill on the higher side even if Pakistan
managed to reduce the volume of import ship-
ments.There is another element of uncertainty be-
cause the delay in resumption of the IMF loan
programme has triggered fears of further deprecia-
tion of the rupee.

All these factors combined together have de-
pressed the overall market sentiment. In the opinion of experts, the latest
drop in the rupee value has been triggered by a ballooning trade deficit
coupled with Pakistan’s failure to arrest the constant increase in imports.
Besides, there is the likelihood of a further hike in interest rate on the back
of rising inflation. It is also apprehended that the IMF programme, if
cleared, may resume with harsh and more stringent conditions. Due to all
this, the sentiment in equity, fixed income and foreign exchange markets
is deteriorating.

The State Bank of Pakistan has recently taken some steps to stop a
further fall of the rupee. These range from the imposition of cash margins
on hundreds of import items to requiring the purchase of dollars to the bio-
metric verification of buyers. The central bank is trying to stabilise the ex-
change rate. But unlike in the past, it is not intervening in the currency
market in a big way for two reasons. First, learning from past mistakes the
central bank has decided in principle to let market forces determine the
exchange rates. And second, its forex reserves that cover the merchandise
import bill of just over three months are not strong enough to do this, par-
ticularly at a time when regional peace remains clouded.

The fall of the rupee — a 100pc increase in the trade deficit (between
July and September) — is a standing challenge which is not easy to grap-
ple with. The post-pandemic global economy is very complex and riddled
with new structural problems. In 2018-19, when the rupee lost about 32pc
value against the US dollar, the government borrowed funds extensively
from brotherly and friendly countries. But this option is limited now. The
rupee bounced back to gain Rs2.5 against the US dollar in the interbank
market as the currency closed the trade at Rs172.78, after Saudi Arabia
announced a support package of $4.2 billion for Pakistan. The UAE, China
and other countries that we could have turned to for seeking funds have

tightened controls over forex spending because of the volatility in the in-
ternational market. Beijing is now more cautious about the release of its
Belt and Road Initiative funds. Saudi Arabia and the UAE are focused on
maintaining and even enhancing the import coverage ratio of forex re-
serves to cope with ongoing uncertainties in the world market.

It may be added here that the rupee has fallen in recent months despite
the fact that Pakistan received its due share of forex support from the In-
ternational Monetary Fund to fight the pandemic. The country also received
free vaccines from the World Health Organisation and friendly nations. Be-
sides, a good part of its foreign debt has been rescheduled.

There is a new normal that we must reckon with. Western nations that
led vaccine development programmes and initially shared those vaccines
free of cost with other nations are now making billions of dollars in in-
creased exports of vaccines and pharmaceutical and healthcare products.
Export demand for this category is sure to remain strong in the foreseeable
future.

By contrast, countries that are not prepared to exploit this potential de-
mand would remain a net importer of vaccines and pharma and healthcare
products. Pakistan is one of them, although lately it is trying to expand the
base of its pharma industry and boost exports. Similarly, the country has
only recently started exporting cellphones made in Pakistan with foreign
collaboration to reduce net imports of smartphones that consume over a
billion dollars a year.

As part of its damage control efforts, the SBP has now made bank fi-
nancing of imported automobiles more difficult in order to reduce the over-
all merchandise import bill and cut the trade deficit. Needless to say, the
key is better external account management. We must export more and im-
port less so that we are a trade surplus. This will automatically strengthen
the rupee.

Economics

Asim Nisar Chaudhry

Higher exports can 
stabilize rupee
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There is good news for the cotton sector.
Cotton production has been in decline
over the past few years. But this season
the cotton crop is estimated at over 9 mil-
lion bales as compared to last year’s pro-
duction of under 6 million bales. The
amount disbursed as crop value to cotton
farmers last year was Rs 200 billion,
while this year, due to higher prices, the
amount will exceed Rs 600 billion.

Reports from the field are encourag-
ing. Ginners recorded a 93.73 percent
rise in cotton stockpiling, collecting 5.208
million bales till October 15, 2021, with
the government expecting to meet or ex-
ceed this year’s revised target of 9.3 mil-
lion bales. Ginners had collected 2.688
million bales till the same period last year.
According to the Pakistan Ginners Association (PGA) fortnightly report, in-
flows stood at 1.362 million bales this year, up from last year’s 0.781 million
bales. This year’s bi-monthly inflow is 581,009 bales higher than last year,
raising hopes for farmers who suffered from last year’s low yields.

Ginners in Punjab and Sindh collected 2.266 million and 2.942 million
bales, respectively. Arrivals from Punjab increased 86.7 percent, while
from Sindh the amount doubled. By the end of the cotton season, the gov-
ernment expects 5.44 million bales from Punjab, 3.5 million bales from
Sindh, 0.43 million bales from Balochistan, and 4,000 bales from Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa.

Without doubt, cotton is the lifeline of Pakistan’s farmers and a source
of raw material to more than 400 textile companies. However, over the last
10 years, cotton production has fallen by over 60 percent -- from 14.81
million bales to 5.65 million bales (2020/21 season). This has caused se-
rious losses to Pakistan’s textile sector. This decline in production has in-
creased dependence on imported cotton. The economy has incurred a
cost of 5.76 billion dollars (from FY16 to FY20) to import 19.5 million bales
to meet the demands of the domestic textile industry. In FY21, $1.5 billion
cotton imports were required, thereby putting an additional burden on the
balance of payments. But this year, the international prices for cotton have
increased from a low of 60 cents to over $1 per pound at present.

Cotton is the bedrock of textile exports which account for over 50 per-
cent of our total forex earnings. As such we should give special attention
to ensure that cotton production increases with time. Experts have for long
underlined the need to undertake research on developing new cotton seed,
as the current cotton seed is low yield. We need to develop high yielding
varieties which are resistant to insects/pests attack and the ill effects of
weather variations.

Over the past decade a large number of cotton farmers have turned to
sugarcane, rice and corn which provide better returns to them. The priority
given to the sugar industry has led to the replacement of cotton as Pakistan’s
dominant crop, costing the country an additional 10 billion dollars in the last

5 years. The area encroached upon by sugar would be far more fruitful with
cotton cultivation, adding an additional 0.25 percent to Pakistan’s GDP along
with a minimum 1.27 percent of additional wheat contribution to GDP, if a
mere half of the sugarcane production area reverts to cotton.

In a welcome move, the All Pakistan Textile Mills Association has
launched an initiative to improve the cotton sector’s performance through
APTMA Cotton Foundation (ACF). The Cotton Foundation is dedicated to
establishing knowledge centers and research labs, particularly biotech
labs, while collaborating with international research institutions. The labs
will collect data from all over Pakistan to maintain a database, allowing
scientists to devise data-driven solutions to cotton issues. The ACF has
taken steps to create cotton clusters and centers of excellence, and pro-
mote model farming techniques. Research centers would educate farmers
for pre- and post-harvest care. Moreover, education and training cam-
paigns will be run throughout the year to keep the farmers up-to-date on
every aspect of cotton cultivation.

The foundation will also develop a bank for mechanized tools to be
made available to members of each cluster, on a cost-sharing basis,
thereby improving the quality and yield of cotton. The foundation is also
geared towards providing a platform for collective procurement of quality
inputs at lower costs, creating economies of scale. Technological support
through digital mapping and drones will provide a targeted approach to
fertiliser and pesticide use and take cotton farming into a new, technolog-
ically driven era.

The growth of value-added exports in FY21 (37% growth in knitwear,
32% in towels, 29% in bed wear, 19% in garments) shows the potential of
the cotton, textile sector to boost the national economy. To this end it is
important to adopt all possible measures for the revival of the cotton crop
in the country. Modern and mechanized cotton farming, the establishment
of fiber testing laboratories, as well as seed testing and biotechnology labs
of international standards will go a long way in raising cotton productivity
and helping the textile sector to realize its full export potential.

Asim Nisar Chaudhry

Economics

Cotton sector’s crucial
role in boosting economy
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Education

Rasheed Ali

The messed up exams?

With the announcement of HSSC part-II and then the SSC exams results
in the third week of October 2021, the Punjab Education Department, and
especially the education boards, responsible for conducting the exams,
turned into a laughing stock across the country. The official declaration
that hundreds of students had shared first, second and third positions in
the board exams by securing full 1100 marks, or only two or four less
marks, became the talk of the town.

The social media started churning out jokes about the "generosity" of
the boards in awarding marks to students. One such joke was an over-
loaded train, captained: “Students from across the globe are reaching Pun-
jab to take matriculation and intermediate board exams after the
announcement of the 2021 results''.

One "overjoyed" man said on his Facebook account that he had parked
his motorbike outside the Lahore education board building. When he came
back to take it away, he saw “a bag full of marks” hanging by the handle
bar. Another witty guy tweeted that he was graced with full 1100 marks by
the education authorities when he had successfully drove his mini-truck
through the road passing by the Lahore board building during the rush
hours.

All these jokes and satire were not without a reason, of course. Accord-
ing to the official results, 117 candidates of boards of intermediate and sec-
ondary education of Lahore, Multan, Bahawalpur and Dera Ghazi Khan
obtained full marks (1100) in the results of the Higher Secondary School
Certificate, part-II, announced on Oct 14, 2021. Fifty-two candidates of the
Lahore BISE secured full marks, most of them girls. In Multan, 48 students,
Bahawalpur 12 students, and in DG Khan, five students obtained full
marks.

Over 23,737 students received A+ grade, including 15,589 in pre-med-
ical, 4,505 in pre-engineering, 2,999 in general science, 422 in commerce
and 5,403 in humanities. Over 29,601 got A grade, 29,601 B grade, 35,067
C, 39,219 D and 24,347 E in the annual examination.

However, under the Covid-19 policy, 24,347 students were declared
successful with the award of grace marks, and 2,401 failed for not appear-
ing for the exam. The matriculation (secondary school certificate) results
were not much different from the HSSC part-II results. A record 707 stu-
dents scored full 1100 marks in Lahore, 400 candidates in Gujranwala,
432 in Dera Ghazi Khan, and 242 in Bahawalpur board exams.

The annual examination was held under the Examination Policy Covid-
19, which said that the candidates would appear only for the elective sub-
jects. The average marks obtained in elective subjects were reflected in
compulsory subjects with five per cent additional marks. All those who
failed in any subject were granted 33% marks.

The special exams and then unprecedented results evoked a mixed
reaction among the stakeholders. Abdul Waheed Goraya, a chemistry
teacher at a private college in New Muslim Town of Lahore, finds it a clever
decision in the special circumstances. In a talk with Cutting Edge, he said
the coronavirus pandemic had badly affected education the world over.
When there was a great fear of its spread at a large scale, the government
authorities took a good decision of conducting exams of matriculation and
intermediate students with all precautionary measures. In special circum-

stances, some unusual outcomes might occur, like the award of full marks
to a large number of students, or all students appearing for the exams
being declared pass, but the most appreciable thing was saving students
precious academic years and continuation of their education journey with-
out any break.

However, educationist Nasim Zahra Naqvi does not agree with Mr.
Goraya. She is a senior Urdu teacher at a private college system, situated
at Canal Bank Road near the Ferozepur Road underpass in Lahore. She
regrets that the Education Department messed up the serious exercise of
exams and turned the entire process into a laughing stock for all and
sundry. “Only those students performed well in the exams who were good
at science subjects, but those good at language and social studies or Is-
lamiat were deprived of an opportunity to secure respectable grades,” she
explains her viewpoint while talking to Cutting Edge.

The senior teacher believes all seven papers could also have been
managed by the board authorities with all precautionary measures in
place. She says one should not forget the fact that 24,347 students, the
largest fraction of those taking the Intermediate examination in Lahore,
were declared pass with the award of grace marks. “Had they been pro-
vided with an opportunity to take all papers, including Urdu, English and
Pakistan Studies/ Islamiat, they would also have passed their exams with
relative good grades,” Ms. Naqvi says.

Talib Hussain, a parent and a senior security staff member at the La-
hore Press Club, endorses Nasim Zahra’s viewpoint. He tells Cutting Edge
that his son could secure only 400 out of 1100 marks in FSc part-2 exams
“as he was forced to take only science subject papers”. He says that his
son was a student at a higher secondary school in Nankana Sahib, his na-
tive town, where science teachers mostly remain unavailable throughout
the year. In such cases, students are mostly good at subjects which they
can prepare for without the help of teachers. “Depriving such students of
taking all subjects exams is really an injustice. Now, my son is finding no
college where he could get admission with such low marks, and continue
his education,” Talib Hussain shares his problem. 
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Violence

Faheem Amir

TLP protests and 
government’s helplessness

Religion and nationalism have always been
used to control the masses and divert the
attention of the poor and ignorant people
from burning issues in Pakistan. The ruling
elite, including politicians and civil-military
officials, used the religious card very ex-
pertly to defeat the USSR in Afghanistan.
However, the use of religion has not only
given birth to many religious parties but
also increased extremism in the country.

The banned Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pak-
istan (TLP) is again taking to the streets
for the fulfilment of its demands by the
government. The PTI government has
failed to stop the protest and, so far,
around ten people, including three police-
men, have been killed and many others in-
jured in the protest.

Federal Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid
Ahmed said: “It is our desire and endeavour
to resolve the law and order problem as early as possible while settling all
matters through negotiations.” Addressing a press conference on Oct 25,
Sheikh Rashid said, “the government does not want any confrontation with
religious forces and the issue of the French ambassador will be taken to
the assembly as per promise”.

He said that their complaint about not giving any positive response for
the last six months was true. “I also met with TLP head Saad Rizvi to have
a detailed discussion with him. Out of 7,000 arrested people of the TLP
during the last protest, only 176 are in jail. Being a political worker, I am
ready to hold talks with any political party. Our responsibility is to ensure
a calmer atmosphere rather than creating confrontation," he added.

In response to a question about his statement a day earlier in which
he said the government "had not banned the TLP", he clarified that the
organisation had been banned but "we are talking about it too." Replying
to another question about the damage caused during the TLP protests,
he said: "Vandalism is illegal. No one should cause damage because
Pakistani organisations have been banned internationally. I asked Saad
Rizvi that France is heading the European Union right now and is against
our atomic technology and missile system. We are the Muslim world's
biggest power. There is talk of sanctions in America, there is one point
left to be fulfilled in the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and there are
economic crises. In this situation, the TLP should also understand the
gravity of the matter."

The interior minister later tweeted: "We have released 350 TLP workers
and we are still waiting to open both sides of the road at Muridke as per
the decision with the TLP. Perhaps the people will say that the state has
surrendered. But it is not the job of the state to use the stick (force). The
duty of the state is to find a path of reconciliation. This is my viewpoint as
the interior minister."

The TLP has indulged in violence many times in the past. But, the PTI
government has not learned any lesson from history. It has failed again to

stop the violence. In fact, the PTI government’s confusion about the TLP
demands is evident by the statements of Sheikh Rashid.

An English language newspaper writes: “This is an absurd statement
that defies logic. Perhaps the minister has forgotten that in April this year,
his own ministry issued a notification declaring the TLP a proscribed or-
ganisation after the federal cabinet approved a summary to ban the party.
The step was taken after TLP supporters staged violent protests across
the country in the wake of their leader’s arrest. The notification said the
federal government had grounds to believe that the TLP is engaged in ter-
rorism and that it threatened security, caused harm and promoted hatred.
At that time, the minister himself had said the government would move to
dissolve the group, and that a separate summary would be moved to this
effect in the cabinet. If approved, he had said, a reference would be filed
in the Supreme Court for the party’s dissolution. Six months later, Rashid
is telling the public that the government never approached the apex court
for the dissolution, and indicating that the party’s ban is merely a verbal
one. By talking in this way, Rashid is making a mockery of his own gov-
ernment, and implying that its actions are not just poorly thought out but
also simply token steps to create the illusion of action. Though an outright
ban of a political party not proven to have terrorism links is against demo-
cratic norms, this hypocrisy has exposed the government’s tendency to
sleepwalk into disasters at its own expense”.

The TLP, a religious group, is the fifth largest political party of the coun-
try. It is challenging the writ of the government without any fear. The state
has already shown its helplessness by releasing its 350 members. By doing
this, the government has also ignored the orders of the court. In the Faiz-
abad sit-in verdict, the judges have categorically declared: “Protesters who
obstruct people’s right to use roads and damage or destroy property must
be proceeded against in accordance with the law and held accountable.”

The state should not succumb to illegal TLP demands and try its best
to solve the problem once and for all by using pragmatic and constitutional
ways. Otherwise, extremism will increase in the country.
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What is the use of an agrarian country for its poor people if they have to
purchase one kilogram of wheat flour for 80 rupees, in a monthly income
of 15,000 to 18,000 rupees on an average?

Does it seem an irrelevant question in Pakistan these days, while the
international community marked World Food Day last week? The Food
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) says the day is celebrated on October
16 every year to raise awareness about the issue of hunger and healthy
food habits for all. Originally, the day was marked to celebrate the estab-
lishment of FAO in the year 1979, as recommended by former Hungarian
minister of agriculture and food Dr. Pal Romany.

With the passing years, it led to raising awareness about hunger, mal-
nutrition, sustainability, and food production. The theme for the World Food
Day 2021 was “Safe food now for a healthy tomorrow”. However, a book
launched on the day titled “Our actions are our future: Better production,
better nutrition, better environment and a better life”, seems more relevant
in Pakistan’s context as far as its title and content are concerned.

James Beard, a teacher at The James Beard Cooking School in New
York City and a television personality, had said: "Good bread is the most
fundamentally satisfying of all foods; good bread with fresh butter, the
greatest of feasts!" But, regrettably, people are finding it hard in Pakistan
to provide themselves and their families with three meals a day due to food
inflation, among other reasons, lately.

The day marking has many aspects, but in these lines focus would be
on “Our actions are our future: Better production, better nutrition.” Of
course, we need to grow more wheat, our staple food, we need to sow
better yielding wheat varieties of the crop to meet our annual needs com-
fortably.

In this age of fast communication and close coordination around the
globe, Pakistan could learn lessons from New Zealand, which is getting
wheat yield up to nine tonnes per hectare. Various other nations are pro-
ducing five or six tonnes per hectare. In India, the yield is four tonnes and
in China six tonnes per hectare.

University of Agriculture Faisalabad (UAF) Dean Faculty of Food Nu-
trition and Home Sciences Dr. Masood Sadiq Butt says that Pakistan’s
wheat yield surpassed the 2.5 tonnes-per-hectare level back in 2005 ,and
has since ranged between 2.5 and 3 tonnes with little yearly variations.
Since 2005, per-hectare yield in Sindh has remained higher than in other
provinces. In 2017-18, Sindh provincial average wheat yield was 3.3
tonnes per hectare ahead of 2.9 tonnes for Punjab, 2.4 tonnes for
Balochistan and below two tonnes for Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. All provinces
need to learn from the yield-boosting experiences of Sindh at least even if
they don’t consult New Zealand for the purpose.

Dr. Masood Sadiq tells Cutting Edge that for taking the per-hectare
yield of wheat gradually from the current level of below 3m tonnes to 6m
tonnes within a decade, it is necessary to make more financial allocations
for food security and crop research. Provinces also need to draw their own
provincial-level grow-more-wheat programmes and ensure that provincial
yearly yield rises to the level where it can impact favourably on average
national yield.

The agriculturist says that in the past 15 years, the nation has made
several efforts to develop higher-yielding wheat varieties and adopted new
crop management techniques. However, on the national level, the focus
has remained more on harvesting a “bumper” wheat crop instead of mak-
ing substantial and sustainable gains in wheat yield.

In the last 15 years, the area under wheat crop has remained range-
bound between eight and nine million hectares and there is not much room
for increasing the expanse of wheat cultivation without taking a hit on sug-
arcane or rice. Rebalancing allocation of areas under cultivation of key
food crops definitely helps in obtaining the required volume of a certain
crop, but that is not a lasting solution for taking the total output of that crop
to the desired level year after year. According to a paper of the Pakistan
Agricultural Research Council (PARC), prepared during the previous gov-
ernment, Pakistan’s wheat requirement would reach close to 31.5m tonnes
in 2025 and exceed 34m tonnes by 2030. The projections are based on
the assumption that the population growth rate would average 1.8 percent,
the per-person wheat requirement would be 120kg per year and the coun-
try would keep at least 1m tonnes in food security reserves.

Agriculturists believe that regardless of all mismanagement and even
corruption in wheat handling in the country, which creates a repeated
wheat flour crisis, two decisive factors stand out. First, it is wrongly as-
sumed that our national wheat requirement is around 26 million tonnes,
and the crop output exceeding this level is “bumper”. And the second, a
decent increase in the yield like that of 7% in 2016-17 is never sustained.

According to the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC) report,
the country’s total wheat requirement was projected at 28.8m tonnes for
2020. Officials of the Ministry of National Food Security and Research ad-
mitted in a working paper that in the current year 2021, total wheat require-
ment was 27.5m tonnes.

Another impediment to producing more wheat is the absence of
provincial-level initiatives to strike a balance between the imperative of
national food security and political interests that play a pivotal role in
setting short-term policy priorities. The provinces will have to shun their
differences and take more aggressive measures to meet the food needs
of the country. 

Agriculture

Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

How to meet national
food needs
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In an interview with Turkish media aired on October 1, Pakistani Prime Min-
ister Imran Khan revealed that his government is in talks with the Pakistan
Taliban (Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan or TTP). Following a period of relative
dormancy, the TTP has been significantly more active this year. Imran Khan
admitted that Islamabad is offering the group a number of rewards – from
political amnesty to prisoner releases – in return for laying down arms.

Such a deal does not serve Pakistan’s national interests and it will not
work because the TTP, like before, is unlikely to abide by its terms. Aside
from their implications for war and peace, the prime minister’s comments
were deeply uncomfortable for those who have not forgotten his role in the
bad old days of 2007-2014, when the Taliban brought the state to its knees.

In politics, memories can be short. Today, it is worth remembering what
role Imran Khan played during the peak of the Taliban insurgency in Pak-
istan. If all he had done was maintain a rigorous silence during the conflict,
Pakistan would have been substantially better off. He was the avatar for a
deeply sympathetic position towards the Taliban. Not for nothing did he earn
the moniker “Taliban Khan”. By what in hindsight can only be termed an ac-
cident of history, the national government between 2008 and 2013 was led
by three parties all more or less ideologically opposed to the TTP – the Pak-
istan Peoples Party (PPP), Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM), and the
Awami National Party (ANP). Perhaps not coincidentally, all three today are
shadows of their former selves.

From the perspective of pursuing a war against violent extremists, this
government make-up was relatively fortuitous. It meant that at the political
level at least, if not the public writ large, the country correctly identified the
Taliban as a deathly enemy, one that could only be defeated by force. But
Imran Khan stymied any thrust towards aggressive action against the Taliban.
Rather than playing a constructive role and preparing the public for a difficult
and costly war, he did the opposite: he railed against the government and
defended the insurgent group.

His rhetoric was not without cost. Given his background as a popular
cricketer and a well-known philanthropist, alongside his blunt and uncom-
promising rhetoric against the ruling elite of Pakistan, Imran Khan was per-
haps the most popular figure in Pakistan at the time. He was also
remarkably free of responsibility. His party, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI), had boycotted the 2008 elections, which meant that it had no pres-
ence in parliament. Imran Khan’s cosy relationship with the military, mean-
while, would only come five years later.

In a sense, then, the war was someone else’s problem. He had as much
formal power as an internet troll – and often played the part. The ratings-hun-
gry media eagerly granted the country’s most telegenic personality hours of
coverage, and his diatribes did not disappoint. More than anyone else, he
shaped the contours of the Taliban debate in Pakistan, which revolved around
three questions. First, why was the TTP attacking Pakistanis? Second, was
the state’s national interest served by negotiating or fighting the TTP? Third,
was the US alliance a help or hindrance in defeating the TTP? Only the last
of these was genuinely difficult to answer, but as it happened, each assumed
a controversial and polarising colour.

While the elected government and even the military favoured a more as-
sertive approach, realising the mortal threat the TTP posed to Pakistan, Khan
hemmed and hawed. He made excuses for the Taliban; they were only in-

censed by foreign occupation, he claimed and had no ideological agenda.
The real problem, he thundered, was not the Taliban but the government it-
self. He accused it and its predecessors of fighting “America’s war” and
claimed military operations against the group were only motivated by an
avaricious thirst for dollars. In so doing, he ensured that espousing such a
position was political poison, even if it was the correct one.

All the while, every week brought news of another Taliban attack. The
TTP’s murder of Pakistanis was merciless and unrelenting. They bombed
and shot them. They struck mosques and markets. They were daring enough
to take on hard targets, such as army bases and airports, and shameless
enough to take on soft ones, such as schools and shrines. They killed im-
portant people as well as the pitifully anonymous. They decapitated Pakistani
police officers and soldiers and then uploaded videos of them to social media
for the world to see.

Over a decade, the Taliban saw fit to end the lives of more than 50,000
Pakistanis. Eventually, the weight and sheer brutality of this sustained as-
sault became too much to bear. By the middle of the 2010s, the state
began to conduct a series of security operations against the group – no
thanks to Khan, of course. Between a more aggressive military posture,
improved efficacy of US drones, and the “fortunate” happenstance of an
internationalised civil war in Syria, which pulled the centre of gravity for ji-
hadists to west Asia, away from central and south Asia, Pakistan managed
to turn the tide on Taliban terrorism.

But the group was never completely vanquished. Now, with the wind of
the Afghan Taliban’s victory in its sails, a success that Islamabad ironically
played an important role in, the TTP is back in spades. To deal with its vio-
lence, Khan once again favours a soft hand; in this regard, little seems to
have changed. The difference, of course, is that this time he is in power.

At one level, the Taliban’s resurgence is a thorough repudiation of Khan’s
theory of terrorism in Pakistan. Khan claimed that the Taliban were motivated
by the presence of US forces in Afghanistan and by the US-Pakistan alliance,
not by ideology. But the US departed Afghanistan earlier this year. As for the
erstwhile partnership with Washington, Khan – still waiting for a phone call from
President Joe Biden – will be more aware than most that it lies in tatters.

Ahsan I Butt

Militancy

Imran Khan’s talks with Pakistan
Taliban will not bring peace
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In the aftermath of the withdrawal of international troops from Afghanistan,
violence against the Hazara population has escalated. With a long history
of persecution, including by the Taliban, the Hazaras are right to fear a
genocide. While the Taliban and other armed groups are targeting and
committing human rights violations against the people of Afghanistan, the
Hazara ethnic and religious population is especially at high risk. The inter-
national community must pressure the Taliban to guarantee the protection
of the rights of the Hazara people, to ensure a genocide against them does
not take place.

As one of the largest ethnic groups in Afghanistan, the Hazara people
have endured various forms of oppression from Pashtun rulers and gov-
ernments, including slavery, systematic expulsion from ancestral homes
and lands, and massacres. These experiences have led some to consider
Hazaras to be one of the “most persecuted people in the world”. In the late
19th century, Pashtun ruler Abdur Rahman Khan sought to bring the Haz-
ara people in their homeland of Hazarajat under his rule. He waged a bru-
tal war against the community, which resulted in bloody “massacres,
looting and pillaging of homes, enslavement” and the transfer of Hazara
land to Pashtun tribes. It is estimated that Hazarajat lost some 60 percent
of its population to ethnic cleansing, which has led some scholars to term
the carnage a genocide.

Over the following decades, Hazaras continued to face repression, dis-
crimination and socio-economic marginalisation. Many were forced to
“conceal their identities” to obtain state identification. Until the 1970s, a
large percentage of the Hazara population could not access higher edu-
cation, enrol in the army or secure higher-level government jobs. After the
withdrawal of Soviet troops in 1989, Afghanistan descended into civil war
between various armed groups. In 1993, President Burhanuddin Rabbani,
worried by the positions that Hazara armed groups had taken in Kabul’s
Shia-majority areas, decided to launch an offensive against them. Intense
shelling, arbitrary killings of civilians and targeting of Hazara men resulted
in hundreds killed and forcibly disappeared.

After the Pashtun-centric, ultra-conservative Sunni Taliban group took
over Kabul in 1996, atrocities against the Hazaras did not stop. “Tajiks to
Tajikistan, Uzbeks to Uzbekistan, and Hazaras to goristan (graveyard),”
was the mantra of the Taliban at the time. And its fighters made good on
such threats. In 1998, as the armed group was attempting to establish full
control over Afghanistan, it laid a siege on Hazarajat, blocking supply
routes and starving the civilian population. In August of the same year, Tal-
iban fighters captured Mazar-e Sharif, a city in northern Afghanistan, going
on a rampage targeting Tajiks, Uzbeks and particularly, Hazaras.

Human Rights Watch estimated that at least 2,000 people of different
ethnic communities, including Hazaras, were killed and according to esti-
mates by Hazara groups, the death toll may be as high as 15,000. The
US-led invasion of Afghanistan, which toppled the Taliban regime, brought
new hopes for the Hazara people. Although discrimination in the country
continued, the community was able to participate in public life much more
freely. Hazara youth were quick to embrace all forms of education and
emerged at the forefront of social change initiatives, while Hazara women
pushed for women’s emancipation.

These gains in education and social standing have encouraged the
community to mobilise and demand an end to discrimination and a greater
political space. When the post-Taliban governance of Afghanistan was
being set up at the Bonn Conference of 2001, Hazaras were estimated to
make up 19 percent of the country’s population. Yet in the following years,
the political space they were given in the country did not reflect the pro-
portion of the population they constituted. After 2001, the Hazaras also
continued to suffer targeted violence at the hands of the Taliban and other
armed groups. Since 2015, the emergence of the even more extreme Is-
lamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP) unleashed an even deadlier wave
of attacks on the Hazara population, with suicide bombers targeting
schools, mosques and even hospitals in Hazara neighbourhoods.

The return of the Taliban to power in Kabul has meant not only a roll-
back of the limited social gains the Hazaras had achieved, but also new
atrocities against the community. In August, Amnesty International re-
ported that at least nine Hazara men were massacred by the Taliban when
its fighters took over Ghazni province in July. Then earlier this month, the
organisation released evidence of another massacre in which 13 Hazaras,
including a 17-year-old girl, were killed in late August in Daykundi province.
In late September and early October, reports in Western media emerged
of mass “evictions” of Hazara people from their ancestral homes and lands
in Daykundi province. Taliban fighters forced over 4,000 Hazaras from their
homes, claiming they had no ownership over their land, leaving them
stranded without food or shelter as harsh winter approaches. In Mazar-e-
Sharif, a local Taliban court decided to expel some 2,000 families, again
based on false claims that they do not own their homes.

By now there is a clear pattern of Taliban atrocities being committed
across Afghanistan, which could mean that the Hazaras may be facing im-
minent ethnic cleansing. The Taliban leadership may have moderated its
rhetoric to please the international community, claiming that it will protect
all ethnic groups, but it has done nothing to stem the growing number of
crimes being committed by its fighters. What is more, the group has also
clearly declared that it will only accept Hanafi jurisprudence, which would
effectively preclude any accommodation of the Shia Islamic law and values
followed by Hazaras. Expectedly, no Hazara representative was included
in the Taliban government announced in September.

Rights

Sitarah Mohammadi, Sajjad Askary

Why the Hazara people fear
genocide in Afghanistan
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Belen Fernandez

In November of last year, The Washington Post reported that,
nearly nine months after the onset of the coronavirus pandemic in
the United States, the disease was “ravage(ing) African American
and other minority communities with a particular vengeance” – as
Black, Hispanic, Native American, and Asian patients continued
to perish at a far higher rate than white patients.

Then in April 2021, a study published in the Journal of General
Internal Medicine found that Black women in the US suffered three
times the coronavirus mortality rate of white men. According to the
study’s authors, the disparities in mortality had much to do with “the
gendered and racialised nature of work, housing and living condi-
tions, comorbidities, and access to care”. Yet COVID-19 was not
the canary in the coal mine that exposed US society as, well, down-
right sick. A half-century before the outbreak of the pandemic, the
Third World Women’s Alliance (TWWA) was already diagnosing the
structural pathologies of a system of racist and patriarchal capital-
ism, as retired psychology professor Patricia Romney documents
in a new book titled We Were There: The Third World Women’s Al-
liance and the Second Wave. A member of the New York chapter
of the Alliance from 1970 to 1974, Romney demonstrates how the TWWA
connected the dots between racism, sexism, and classism, adopting the
position that “the struggle against racism and imperialism must be waged
simultaneously with the struggle for women’s liberation”.

The TWWA evolved out of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee – a pillar of the civil rights movement – and the Black Women’s Lib-
eration Committee, expanding to include other women of colour based on
a recognition of shared suffering. The name of the organisation, Romney
explains, derived from the thinking that, in the US, the “third world” con-
sisted of the descendants of people from Africa, Latin America, and Asia,
who had been forced to endure similar forms of colonial-minded exploita-
tion – albeit domestically – as those in the original homelands.

The TWWA espoused the belief that a profit-driven capitalist society
placed third-world women – both in the US and abroad – in the position of
“triple jeopardy” as workers, people of colour, and female. To be sure, cap-
italism cannot thrive without mass misery, especially the misery of select
demographic groups. Imagine the disaster that would befall US corporate
plutocracy were the government to devote more resources to, say, provid-
ing decent healthcare, education, and housing to its population rather than
spending trillions on war. The TWWA’s ideological platform rings as true
today as it did 50 years ago: “The United States is ruled by a small ruling
class clique who use the concepts of racism and chauvinism to divide, con-
trol and oppress the masses of people for economic gain and profit.”

The Alliance, on the other hand, called for “equal status and a society
that does not exploit and murder other people and smaller nations”, and
fought for a socialist system that guaranteed “full, creative, non-exploitative
lives for all human beings, fully aware that we will never be free until all
oppressed people are free”. The TWWA found inspiration in various inter-
national examples – among them Cuba, where Romney spent two months

in 1971 cutting sugarcane and observing first-hand a system in which the
basic necessities of life were free (though she would later grow disillu-
sioned with certain aspects of the Cuban experience).

She quotes an article from Triple Jeopardy, the TWWA’s newspaper,
on how Cuban women enjoyed a “tremendous opportunity for growth that
does not exist here in the United States”, what with free daycare – some-
thing that still does not exist in the US, the temptation to extract punishing
profits apparently being too great – and the belief that “everyone should
be allowed to develop themselves to their full capacity not only for self-de-
velopment, but for the development of the whole society”. Obviously, the
“whole society” bit is anathema to capitalism, predicated as it is on the ob-
scene enrichment of a tiny minority at the expense of the rest, who are
taught that their relative misfortune is entirely a function of individual failure
and not, you know, capitalism being capitalism.

In compiling the history of the Alliance and profiling its members, then,
Romney offers an antidote to cut-throat neoliberalism and institutionalised
inequality: the magic of solidarity and the alignment of kindred souls. An-
other quote from Triple Jeopardy sums up the powerful beauty of uniting
against divide-and-conquer policies and the perniciousness of business
as usual: “When we are touched by outside forces that reflect our worth
we can begin to struggle against the ruler’s fascism and exploitation. We
even begin to fill up with ourselves.”

The focus of We Were There is on the collective, not on Romney, al-
though she covers relevant personal details, such as her own experi-
ences with multifaceted oppression. She also shows how the Alliance
broadened her perspective from an individual to a societal one. In her
development as a psychologist, for instance, she came to understand
that, rather than simply helping individuals cope with life’s problems, she
wanted to change “the systems and structures that enabled those indi-
vidual and family problems”.

Opinion

The Third World Women’s
Alliance: Lessons for today
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Yara Hawari

Why Israel is trying to criminalise
Palestinian civil society

On October 22, the Israeli defence ministry is-
sued a military order designating six Palestin-
ian NGOs as “terrorist organisations”. The six
targeted organisations are: Addameer Pris-
oner Support and Human Rights Association,
Al-Haq, Bisan Center for Research and Devel-
opment, Defense for Children International-
Palestine (DCI-P), the Union of Agricultural
Work Committees (UAWC), and the Union of
Palestinian Women’s Committees (UPWC).

The ministry, citing 2016 anti-Palestinian
terror legislation, has accused these organi-
sations of being affiliates of the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), a
Marxist-Leninist political party. More specifi-
cally they are accused of forming “a network
of organisations active undercover on the in-
ternational front” on behalf of the PFLP. The
Israeli regime has yet to provide any proof to
back its claims, but to Palestinians, it is clear
that this is its latest bid to criminalise Pales-
tinian civil society.

These particular organisations are
renowned internationally for their critical human rights and social work. Ad-
dameer, for example, provides crucial legal and social support to Pales-
tinian political prisoners and their families. Another organisation, Al-Haq,
has spent decades documenting human rights abuses by the Israeli
regime, collecting invaluable data and winning many international awards.
The Union of Agricultural Work Committees supports Palestinian farmers
in the face of ongoing oppression and land theft by the Israeli regime.

This attack on Palestinian organisations is not happening out of the
blue. It is the latest escalation of Israel’s systematic campaign to stifle
Palestinian civil society that has been ongoing for over seven decades.
After the establishment of the Palestinian Authority under the Oslo Accords
in the 1990s, the Palestinian civil society took over the leading role in ex-
posing and challenging the crimes of the Israeli regime. Thus, Palestinian
civic organisations emerged at the forefront of the Palestinian struggle,
which is what put them in Israel’s crosshairs.

More recently, in the last decade, there have been coordinated efforts
led by various non-governmental groups working in tandem with the Israeli
ministry of strategic affairs to target and defame Palestinian NGOs which
work on Palestinian human rights. The terror designation effectively crim-
inalises the work of the six NGOs and allows the Israeli regime to close
down offices, seize assets, arrest staff and even prohibit funding or public
expressions of support for their activities. It could also make third parties
and foreign partners apprehensive about engaging with these organisa-
tions and their work.

While this designation is an escalation, it is not the first time the Israeli
regime has falsely applied the terrorism label to Palestinian organisations
or individuals. The label is frequently bandied about by Israeli officials and
Israel’s supporters to discredit and defame those who document Palestin-

ian rights violations and those who resist such violations. The tactic is sim-
ple and can be quite effective. For example, last year the European Union
began implementing a funding clause requiring Palestinian beneficiaries
of its financial support to vet all individuals working for them to ensure they
are not involved with any Palestinian political party on its “terrorist list”.
Considering that a considerable number of Palestinian political parties are
on the list, the move amounts to political persecution.

This coordinated attack on Palestinian civil society has also included
allegations of misuse of funds or corruption in a bid to try and pressure
international funders to withdraw their financial support. It has also in-
volved regular raids on NGO offices to intimidate their staff and partners
and disrupt their work. In July, for example, Israeli security forces broke
into the office of Defense for Children International. The NGO, which
works with Palestinian children detained by Israel, reported that Israeli
soldiers took computers and files relating to some of the cases it is work-
ing on. Addameer has also faced countless raids on its offices over the
years which have seen damage and theft of equipment and files. In the
face of ever-escalating abuse and intimidation by the Israeli regime,
these organisations and others have continued to work for the benefit of
the Palestinian people.

Although various international bodies and figures have come out
against the terror designation and in support of the work that these NGOs
do, it is not enough. This is not happening because Israel is becoming
more totalitarian and more oppressive. Rather this is happening because
of decades of Israeli impunity and unwillingness by the international com-
munity to hold the regime accountable. The international community needs
to recognise its role as an Israeli crime enabler and finally take decisive
action against Israel’s repeated violations of international law.
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Your View

The only voice we seem to be hearing these days is about price hike.

From statements to speeches and talk-show chatter to interviews, politi-

cians and media are apparently having great fun selling the misery of the

poor. Indeed, the prices have gone up and the consequences are back-

breaking for the majority, but is it not also true that for a considerably

large number of people, it is life as usual out on the streets? Why don’t

we show that side of the story as well?

Five star hotels and posh restaurants where one meal per person costs

from Rs1,500 to Rs3,000 and beyond are overflowing, with people having

to spend time in the ‘waiting area’ for their turn despite having reserved

their seats in advance. Tell me if I am wrong or even exaggerating. And

all of them are not elite, mind you. From Dou Darya on the seafront to the

many outlets on the Super Highway at the other end of the city, take a

look at the profile of those spending lavish money there, and you will

know for sure that they are not the ultra-rich. They are just ordinary Pak-

istanis, and they have money to spend and spare.

A tier below, people are seen buying fruit without even asking the price

first. They just ask the vendor to pack whatever they want, and pay the

asking price without a second thought, without a frown, and without a

murmur. Yes, the majority living below the poverty line is having trouble,

but society’s collective sense of charity, which has now been institution-

alised by the government through various programmes, comes to their

aid. From the mausoleum of Hazrat Abdullah Shah Ghazi to the various

outlets across the city, no one ever goes to bed on an empty stomach.

Things being what they are, who is affected by the rising prices? The

protest rallies and processions against the rising prices will only affect the

economy even further which will take the prices even higher. Is this what

the protesters want? Surely they have some other agenda in mind. And

that agenda can’t be good news for the country.

S.K. Jamil

Karachi

The other side of the inflation story

As was the case in the past, the government is continuing to make

promises while increasing the cost of living rather drastically. Every-

thing will be fine soon, we are told, but nothing is going to be fine any-

time soon, we realise. The recent spike in petroleum prices has

triggered a new wave of price increase across the spectrum of com-

modities and services. Admitted that the world food prices have

touched a 10-year peak, and it is also a fact that oil and gas prices are

high in the international market. The government finds its hands tied

and one can understand it. What one fails to understand is the propen-

sity of cabinet ministers to come up with lame and baseless reasons

and justifications for the price hike. Some of them have even found

fault with the common man. This really is the height of insensitivity, and

is akin to rubbing salt into people’s wounds.

Hussain Siddiqui

Islamabad

The other side of the inflation story

Regrettably, a majority of underprivileged children in Pakistan, es-

pecially the school-going ones, do not take a proper breakfast,

which is the most important meal of the day. They usually have din-

ner at 9pm and then take their lunch the next day at 1pm. This dep-

rivation of food makes them starve for over 15 hours — equivalent

to one day’s fasting. Healthy diet plays an important role in the

wellbeing of children, whereas a poor diet leads to malnutrition and

other serious health issues, including stunted growth. More than 44

per cent children in Pakistan suffer from stunted growth, which is

one of the highest rates in the world. Many studies have indicated

a direct correlation between breakfast and students’ academic per-

formance. The healthier the breakfast one takes, the better they

can perform in exams. It also encourages active participation in ex-

tracurricular activities, which is critical for their mental and physical

health. As a matter of fact, our brain is less than two per cent of the

body weight, but it consumes more than 20pc of the body’s energy.

It functions even when we are sleeping, storing memories, and

maintaining a haemostatic system. Therefore, having a proper

breakfast ensures the provision of adequate energy required by the

brain for the body to function adequately. Needless to say, there

are a lot of benefits associated with eating a proper breakfast, but

the essence of highlighting its importance is to ensure the availabil-

ity of proper food to our children. The parents should ensure this at

home, while the government and philanthropists should make ef-

forts to support the street children in this critical regard.

Dr Asghar Naqvi

Karachi

Breakfast role in students performance

In early May this year, the rupee was trading at 152 to a dollar, but it is

now trading at over 172. The depreciation of the currency’s worth by

Rs20 within a few months has increased the foreign debt liabilities

alone by a whopping Rs2.3 trillion; or Rs10.5 million for each Pak-

istani. Besides, it is inducing bouts of inflation, the full impact of which

is yet to come. The economic team’s pro-rich policies and appease-

ment of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have clearly not

worked. It may or may not be a coincidence that when the recent talks

were being held with the IMF in Washington earlier this month, the US

media leaked a report to the effect that Pakistan would soon be on-

board in terms of allowing American forces the use of the air corridor

to keep an eye on Afghanistan. There has also been talk of sanctions

on Pakistan in the US Senate. All this is aimed at building up pressure

on Pakistan. With all this going on, the government must be feeling

the heat which seems to have forced it to lose touch with the pulse of

the people. It seems overly dependent on the doctored reports of its

advisers who transmit ‘all is well’ messages on a routine basis.

Shoaib A. Majeed

Karachi

Pressure tactics
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Here’s the physics of why ducklings
swim in a row behind their mother

An agile gecko found in India 
named after Jackie Chan

Emily Conover Anne Pinto-Rodrigues
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There’s physics to having your ducklings in a row. By paddling in an or-
derly line behind their mother, baby ducks can take a ride on the waves
in her wake. That boost saves the ducklings energy, researchers report
in of the Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
Earlier measurements of duckling metabolism showed that the young-
sters saved energy when swimming behind a leader, but the physics be-
hind that savings wasn’t known. Using computer simulations of waterfowl
waves, naval architect Zhiming Yuan of the University of Strathclyde in
Glasgow, Scotland, and colleagues calculated that a duckling cruising in
just the right spot behind its mother gets an assist. When a duckling
swims on its own, it kicks up waves in its wake, using up some energy
that would otherwise send it surging ahead. That wave drag resists the
duckling’s motion. But ducklings in the sweet spot experience 158 percent
less wave drag than when swimming alone, the researchers calculated,
meaning the duckling gets a push instead. Like good siblings, the duck-
lings share with one another. Each duckling in the line passes along
waves to those behind, so the whole brood gets a free ride.
But to reap the benefits, the youngsters need to keep up with their mom.
If they fall out of position, swimming gets harder.  That’s fair punishment
for ducklings that dawdle.

Martial arts legend Jackie
Chan may not be aware of this
yet but some of his biggest
fans are a group of adoring
herpetologists from India.
These scientists have named a
newly identified gecko species,
the Jackie’s day gecko (Cne-
maspis jackieii), after Chan. This lizard is one of 12 new gecko species found
in India that researchers describe in Zoological Research. All 12 species are
endemic to the Western Ghats, a biodiversity-rich mountain range threatened
by deforestation and changing land use. Working at mid-elevation in the West-
ern Ghats, the team noticed an extremely agile gecko. “Whenever we at-
tempted to catch it, it would spring from one rock to the other, and crawl into
the smallest of crevices to escape us,” says Saunak Pal of the Bombay Nat-
ural History Society in Mumbai. Immediately, it reminded the researchers of
the nimble-footed Chan, spurring them to name it after the martial artist. “Nam-
ing a species in this manner helps people connect with it especially when it is
a less popular class of animals like reptiles,” says coauthor Zeeshan Mirza of
the National Centre for Biological Sciences in Bangalore. Mirza has identified
nearly 60 new faunal species to date, including the now world-famous snake
Salazar’s pit viper (Trimeresurus salazar), named after Salazar Slytherin, a
character in the Harry Potter series. Unique skin patterns inspired names for
some of the other newly described gecko species. The golden-crowned day
gecko (C. regalis), or royal day gecko, earned its regal name from the golden-
yellow head of the male of this species. Another with body coloration that
bears an uncanny resemblance to a galaxy of stars led the team to name it
the galaxy day gecko (C. galaxia). The clouded forest gecko (C. nimbus) has
a prominent cloudlike pattern on the upper side and flank of the male of the
species. Mirza hopes the catchy names will draw attention that “will help in
conserving these species as well as the landscape.”
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Spinach didn’t really explain Popeye’s superhuman strength, but spinach
and other iron-rich foods might have real-life superpowers: reducing the
risk of heart disease and premature death in middle age.
Iron has a big job in our bodies as a crucial part of the proteins that deliver
oxygen to our tissues. With low iron, the heart must pump harder, which
can lead to fatigue, shortness of breath, and a higher risk of heart attacks
and strokes. Much of the research into iron and cardiovascular health has
focused on how iron deficiency affects people with heart disease. In a new
study published inESC Heart Failure, researchers tracked 12,164 people
without heart disease for more than a decade to see how iron deficiency
affected their risk of heart disease.
When the study began, the average age of participants was 59 years. Al-
most two-thirds of the people in the study had functional iron deficiency,
or not enough iron stored for future use or available in circulation for use
right away. During the decade-plus of follow-up, there were 2,212 deaths,
including 573 from cardiovascular causes. The researchers found that peo-
ple with functional iron deficiency were 24% more likely to get coronary
heart disease during the study. They were also 26% more likely to die from
heart attacks or other cardiovascular causes and 12% more likely to die
from any cause. The researchers found no link between functional iron de-
ficiency and stroke. The study authors estimated that functional iron defi-
ciency among these middle-aged adults explained 5.4% of all deaths,
11.7% of deaths from cardiovascular causes, and 10.7% of newly diag-
nosed cases of coronary heart disease. The researchers did not have in-
formation about use of iron supplements, which could have affected

outcomes, and iron measures were taken only once. The participants all
lived in Europe, so how iron deficiency might affect people living elsewhere
isn’t clear. The findings show only an association and do not confirm that
iron deficiency causes these outcomes. Overloading on iron can lead to
nausea, vomiting, and, in severe cases, internal bleeding and organ failure.
A healthy diet that includes a wide variety of iron-rich foods -- such as beef,
mussels, oysters, poultry, fish, legumes, and leafy greens -- typically gives
you enough iron without the need for supplements. Anyone with concerns
about their iron levels can ask their doctor about testing.

Brian Martin Sr. has struggled with weight loss off and on most of his life.
He says that struggle kicked into high gear 3 years ago when he needed
a hip replacement. His doctor told the 64-year-old from Woodstock, MD,
the good news was the hip replacement was the solution to his problem,
but the bad news was he had to bring his body mass index, or BMI, down
before he could have the surgery. He weighed just under 400 pounds at
the time. “Having body mass index of at like 55 and having to drop to 40,
which entailed dropping about 85 pounds, it was kind of, well shall I say,
it was quite an impact on me in many ways. My ego was the first way, but
then how to formulate a plan was the next.” Making that plan is the key,
experts say, but no one template will work for everyone. Bouncing from
diet plan to diet plan is not unusual, and it’s usually unsuccessful. But
some people have found strategies that worked, and the best weight loss
plan appears to be the one you find interesting and doable. The 6-foot-
tall Martin says he’s always been a big guy but pretty healthy. He was
obese but had none of the conditions that often come with obesity like di-
abetes and high blood pressure. He was in his 50s when he decided to
focus on getting his weight under control. “That’s when I started trying dif-
ferent things, and everything worked, but nothing stuck, which I’m sure is
not only my story,” he recalls. “I always tell people I’m the most disciplined
person in the world for the first 21 days, but something happens on that
22nd day I still can’t explain.” Martin is not alone. According to the National
Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, more than 70%
of American adults are overweight or obese. And the Boston Medical Cen-
ter, which houses the Boston Nutrition Obesity Research Center, says

about 45 million Americans go on a diet each year and spend a whopping
$33 billion annually on weight loss products. There are dozens of diets
and weight loss strategies to choose from. Katherine Tallmadge, a regis-
tered dietitian/nutritionist, designs weight-loss, nutrition, and wellness pro-
grams for people, corporations, and restaurants. She says you must
change the way a person thinks as well as their behavior. Goals need to
be realistic and flexible. “Each person has to find their unique way of eat-
ing and living that is comfortable, enjoyable, satisfying. You have to love
what you eat and your lifestyle. 

Low iron in midlife may boost risk for heart disease

Why we lose weight and why we don't

Lisa Rapaport

Saundra Young
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The French Dispatch
Ian Freer

The French Dispatch is Wesley
Wales Anderson (even his name
sounds like one of his characters)
with knobs on. A billet doux to lit-
erary magazines, a vanishing age
of journalism, travel, France in
general and French cinema in
particular, it’s structured in a magazine format — an obituary, a travel section
and three features — which gives it the feel of a portmanteau picture. This
means it is slightly less fulfilling than some of Anderson’s narrative features,
but this is still a director working near the peak of his powers, and an intricately
constructed movie full of dense detail, comedic invention — both highbrow
and low — fantastic flights of imagination, exquisitely controlled filmmaking
and an infectious sense of fun. The magazine in question is ‘The French Dis-
patch’, a satellite publication “of ‘The Liberty, Kansas Evening Sun’” (cue
miniscule Anderson-style type below the title). The opening obituary is for
Arthur Howitzer Jr (Bill Murray), an old-school editor with a “No Crying” sign
above the door and useful journalistic advice (“Just try �to make it sound like
you wrote it that way on purpose”). We segue into a brief travel column as
Herbsaint Sazerac (Owen Wilson) cycles round the fictional town of Ennui-
sur-Blasé offering insights into street corners and cats, split screens giving a
poignant then-and-now perspective. Then we are into the first feature proper.
Relayed by Tilda Swinton’s art correspondent J.K.L. Berensen, ‘The Concrete
Masterpiece’ tells the engaging tale of convicted murderer Moses Rosenthaler
(Benicio Del Toro), who uses prison guard Simone (Léa Seydoux) as a model
and muse, catching the eye of dealer Julien Cadazio (Adrien Brody). 

The Tragedy of Macbeth
Helen O'Hara

Joel Coen. Denzel Washington
and Frances McDormand. This
gang could have staged Macbeth
while reclining on a bed of laurels
(brought from home) and it would
have likely been pretty watch-
able. But there’s no lolling about
in this sparse, stripped-down adaptation. These thoroughly established
sexagenarians bring the energy of a young Orson Welles to Shakespeare’s
Scottish play, creating an almost horror-film take on all the power, ambition
and violence. We open in a white expanse, misty sky seamlessly meeting
blasted heath, as Ralph Ineson's Captain staggers to King Duncan (Bren-
dan Gleeson) to report a victory won by Macbeth (Denzel Washington) and
his loyal friend Banquo (Bertie Carvel). As those two warriors follow him,
however, witches appear with word of glories to come. The prospect of a
prophesied throne quickly curdles Macbeth and, egged on by his wife
(Frances McDormand), he abandons honour and plots Duncan's murder.
It is done, and quickly — but the conspirators are ill-suited to authority and
guilt-ridden besides, and they unravel along with their country.
So far, so traditional. Where this differs is in its extraordinary good looks.
Coen, working for the first time without his brother Ethan, keeps an element
of theatricality with the white walls of cloud or castle that surround almost
every scene, but he’s not above adding the soaring silhouettes of distant
fortresses or a few gnarled trees to remind us that we’re in medieval Scot-
land, and a slightly fantastical version thereof. 

The Boss Baby 2
Olly Richards

The first Boss Baby, re-
leased in 2017, has a prem-
ise both insane and
disturbing: a seven-year-old
named Tim learns his new
baby brother is a tiny execu-
tive who works for Baby
Corp, where… babies are manufactured? And babies are worried pup-
pies are too cute and will render them extinct? You could charitably in-
terpret its bizarre plot as the fantasy of a boy frightened of losing his
parents’ affection. The sequel offers no such interpretation. It is simply
a torrent of madness. 
Decades on, Tim (James Marsden) is now a father — a needy one who
feels rejected when his bookish eldest daughter, Tabitha (Ariana Green-
blatt), does homework. Tim has lost contact with his younger brother,
Ted (Alec Baldwin), who is still a boss but no longer a baby. Tim’s
youngest daughter, Tina (Amy Sedaris), reveals she is an employee of
Baby Corp and needs her family’s help to foil a plot by the mysterious
Dr Erwin Armstrong (Jeff Goldblum), who runs the school Tabitha at-
tends. The mission will require Tim and Ted to turn back into children. 
Almost every plot development begs the question: Why? Why is there a
secret baby corporation? Why is it in the clouds? Why has Armstrong
started an entire school when his plot only requires internet connection?
Why isn’t Tina allowed to do anything but send boys to do the dangerous
stuff, and is that a great message? Why is Tim’s alarm clock sentient?
Why are there ninja babies? There are no answers.

Last Night in Soho
Beth Webb

Edgar Wright is a master of turn-
ing an ordinary setting into some-
thing unexpected. An average
London pub becomes a fort dur-
ing a zombie apocalypse in
Shaun of the Dead. A sleepy
West Country village plays host
to violent murders in Hot Fuzz, and in Baby Driver, the sun-baked back
streets of Atlanta become a playground for high-speed heists.
For Last Night in Soho, Wright transforms London into a ghost town, al-
though it’s not the streets that are haunted, but rather the women who
walk them. His first film to be told from a female perspective, aided by co-
writer Krysty Wilson-Cairns, who previously penned the emotionally rich
screenplay for 1917, Wright splits the city in two, between fashion designer
Eloise’s (Thomasin McKenzie) present day, and aspiring singer Sandy’s
(Anya Taylor-Joy) increasingly murky past in glamorous-on-top-seedy-un-
derneath 1960s Soho, which Eloise witnesses while sleeping.
The young designer is a fanatic of the era; she idolises Twiggy, Audrey
Hepburn and the artists whose timeless vocals are pressed onto her
records. Her love of vintage fashion, paired with her burgeoning talent,
has led her to London, where her country roots and homemade clothes
make her an outsider to her more polished peers. Their spiteful spurning
drives her to a bedsit just north of Soho run by Miss Collins (Diana Rigg,
in her final onscreen appearance), where her spiritual relationship with
Sandy begins.
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Velvet was the Night
Silvia Moreno-Garcia

1970s Mexico City: while student
protests and political unrest consume
the city, Maite seeks escape from her
humdrum life in the stories of passion
and danger filling the latest issue of Se-
cret Romance.
She is deeply envious of her neighbour,
a beautiful art student apparently living
the life of excitement and intrigue Maite
craves - so when Leonora disappears
under suspicious circumstances, Maite
finds herself searching for the missing
woman, journeying deep into Leonora's
secret life of student radicals and dissi-
dents. It cements Silvia Moreno-Gar-
cia's incredible versatility as an amazing writer who moves between
genres effortlessly. A lush, magnificent trip into a world of danger and
discovery. Not to be missed! But someone else is also looking for
Leonora, at the behest of his boss, a shadowy figure who commands
goon squads dedicated to squashing political activists. Elvis is an ec-
centric criminal who longs to escape his own life: he loathes violence
and loves old movies and rock 'n' roll. Watching Maite from a distance,
he comes to see her as a kindred spirit who shares his love of music
and the unspoken loneliness of his heart. As Maite and Elvis come
closer to discovering the truth behind Leonora's disappearance, they
can no longer escape the dangers threatening to consume their lives,
with hitmen, government agents and Russian spies all aiming to find or
protect Leonora's secrets - at gunpoint.

Style and Substance
Helena Morrissey

Women have made great advances in
the workplace, but despite that - and the
overwhelming amount of career advice
out there - the same questions continue
to arise: how to succeed in a man's
world, how to combine a career with a
family, how to be authentic and fit in, and
whether it is even possible to achieve a
work-life balance while chasing career
goals. Unfortunately, much of the advice
women are offered is badly out of date
and lacking in 'cut-to-the-chase' strate-
gies that really tally with their experience
of the workplace now. What's more, the advice often tends to be de-
fensive, focused on overcoming obstacles rather than drawing upon
strengths. Style and Substance starts from a very different perspec-
tive. Written by Helena Morrissey, who has learned through her own
experiences as a woman in the workplace and as a business leader,
it will help you understand what really matters when it comes to ca-
reer progression today, whatever your age, situation and aspirations.
Style and Substance will show you how to build your own style - your
personal brand - and how to have confidence in it, and in yourself.
Once you realise how much agency you have and the steps that you
can take to look the part, sound the part, feel the part and therefore
be the part, you'll be empowered to achieve your goals in your own
way, secure in who you are and what you have to offer.

True Story
Kate Reed Petty

Inventive, electrifying and daring, True
Story is a novel like nothing you've ever
read before. A mind-blowing page-turning
un-put-downable heartwarming empathetic
formally inventive horror suspense thriller,
with a life-affirming and timely feminist
message. After a college party, two boys
drive a girl home: drunk and passed out in
the back seat. Rumours spread about what
they did to her, but later they'll tell the po-
lice a different version of events. Alice will
never remember what truly happened. Her
fracture runs deep, hidden beneath cleverness and wry humour. Nick
- a sensitive, misguided boy who stood by - will never forget.
That's just the beginning of this extraordinary journey into memory,
fear and self-portrayal. Through university applications, a terrifying
abusive relationship, a fateful reckoning with addiction and a final
mind-bending twist, Alice and Nick will take on different roles to each
other - some real, some invented - until finally, brought face to face
once again, the secret of that night is revealed. Startlingly relevant and
enthralling in its brilliance, True Story is by turns a campus novel, psy-
chological thriller, horror story and crime noir, each narrative frame
stripping away the fictions we tell about women, men and the very na-
ture of truth. It introduces Kate Reed Petty as a provocative new voice
in contemporary fiction.

Helena Merriman

Tunnel 29

He's just escaped from one of the
world's most brutal regimes. Now, he
decides to tunnel back in. It's summer,
1962, and Joachim Rudolph, a student,
is digging a tunnel under the Berlin
Wall. Waiting on the other side in East
Berlin - dozens of men, women and
children; all willing to risk everything to
escape. From the award-winning cre-
ator of the acclaimed BBC Radio 4 pod-
cast, Tunnel 29 is the true story of the
most remarkable escape tunnel dug
under the Berlin Wall. Drawing on hun-
dreds of hours of interviews with the
survivors, and thousands of pages of Stasi documents, Helena Merriman
brilliantly reveals the stranger-than-fiction story of the ingenious group
of student-diggers, the glamorous red-haired messenger, the American
News network which films the escape, and the Stasi spy who betrays it.
For what Joachim doesn't know as he burrows closer to East Germany,
is that the escape operation has been infiltrated. As the escapees pre-
pare to crawl through the cold, wet darkness, above them, the Stasi are
closing in. Tunnel 29 is about what happens when people lose their free-
dom - and how some will do anything to win it back.




